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Alive as a fire burning out of control, Ernie the Eagle molts with excitement at
the Homecoming parade.
For most resident students, dorm life is something they will never forget. You
can always see someone stopping by to say "hey," like Phil Biles .
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Alive
And Kickin'
Students, faculty, and administration

pu~h

forward

and pull through to demonstrate their abilities and
talents at Bridgewater College.

There is no telling what tomorrow shall bring, but today we can
and are living our lives to the fullest. We have become an active
student body that explores knowledge, to use it the best we can. We ·
play hard and aren't going to think about doing otherwise. Why
should we? We jump head first into problems that need to be solved
and answered. There is no room for slowing down when the job has
to be done .. We are Bridgewater College. We are alive and kickin'.
Ronnie Howard, running back for the Eagles, set
the new Single Season Rushing Record with 1610
yards, became second in all-time rushing, and
scored thirteen touchdowns this season, breaking
that record as well.
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Student Life

After the announcement of the Homecoming
Court, the newly crowned Homecoming Queen,
Chelsea Yoder, receives hugs of congratulations
(', from her friends.

Christy Valentine, Megan Byrd, and co mpany are
all but too eager to cheer on for the Eagle's football
team.

Stephen jones shows one of his high school
friends, Lana Gallucci, what Bridgewater has to
offer.

Palestinians and Israelis want peace
between their nations.

President of the United States of
America, Bill Clinton.

Although many American companies
already have factories in Mexico,
there is a high level of scepticism in
the air.

Violence in U.S. schools gets worse,
but people aren't taking it lightly .
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Yeltsin is prepared for a battle on his
home land.

Vice President AI Gore.

The World
Peace, War, Hope, Despair, We Got It All.
Peace in the Holy Land,
War in Bosnia, Russia's Strug:.. gl_~~_wJth~G.._ovf';l~$r:tt, ~~rth
·1\~e.rJca.r;r .F~~e ~Trade .·~gr,e~~ 61~Dl.;;QiinteJ1'ji! fl,~al}h , Car~ ·-

adjustments in its govern- place this year between the sissippi River: Minnesota,
ment as Boris Yeltsin and the G-7 (Britain, France, Germa- Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, and
P.~r~amf,IJ~,. ~on~ef)d_ ~n w.~~t. .nyi.. Italy, ~an.a1a~:#J~p~~' ~n-~ . ~i;s?~~[ i_,_ ·wyFe 8~~~st'~:e:~ .
.~PI?e~r:s ,to . be .a ."suspensl.~n ·tlie·,u S) .~s' tasJff~,~er.e ehm- . over,thfte .,sum·m~r· hyJntell~'~~ .. :
1
oetwe~eh ::co;m~~4nis·ry?·:-and/ "Jria~~~ ~n ;sey eral! eq. u,ip_~enf flo9gfn~·-·~~.at ~ill~ ¢qsfi.m~lti:;:. ·
/·. ~l!!n;:.~l~is~~r?..i~:~l~?ds, T~r- ·ae_m ocra~y ... N:e~~s r:>~pe ~s , }t~m's . ,ara'd ~ al~~h~li~ b~y~r~. billi_on.!"~o!l.~~s;:in:: cl!~ ~r~·~. •
·. tfffal~s"ottn~~6'~ 7~. Bc;:>th · trag~- havH :be~n .shut down, :oppo"- ' ag~s, and,some 11were-reduc;ecL Bus1.
nes~es/ homes,· h1stoncal .
v
'·eav.: and tf.'i,umgh; h~v~ ·.str!Jck . ' sition ~ parties· havevbeen. out-' by 33150°/o.·, This will .' pro~e ·. monu.m.el'}t?,"' pno/·p_e.opl~s' · •
' tn~·~~~r.J: ~,o f tl:f~~~?~lcf'!~.-:d1e ',,·· la~~(h a·rid) ocal legi.~la:t':l_res ..; )~f~restiri~ ··!o ttte.· ~c.on_pmJe .···pv"es·~~-~re ·a~jtroy~~:~q'wJ~Js :j:!..:,~
:l~sh i~.a.i:·.§ ~~s;~~~t. ·?h.an~e' : ~~~e :p~~n Q~~b~nd~q·:·:: ~.;;. ~ :~. ~a~aj~s~'!l.eh_!s:fof)B.~,.JLJS._' i~·-~th~is.. ··:~v~nf~,J't~i~~ ~brd~~.P~ ~- ~at~ag . · ~ ;·~· M .
• H~s;'pr~y~_, Le~ ...t~!·9u~gp . r;ea~~~~: · t\!t~~~-- ~ · .:total_:~·ot ~PRJ~~~--~~ ·?~ps1on-.b~~PQTes f~ nal~z~.d ::· .. J~g~~ti.e·r; }.~? gnh'!'.! .!5~·~ :tcq_~-~ ~· ,
·/'
:.. JgJ(·a:fvt eJl)JS .b t~f:~·Q IJ'~: ~:!~ .e rn~teJ~ . 2·00,·00~ :'de.a.~h~ .~ 'i;l ~.. :. .Op.)~~- ~~ttq_na.~:J~v:~t-~.f:~es-_.:_; :!TIU91'iY/?~ryl~~~- . ·:~~. ;~·: ·: ;: ~.'
~;... wot''
,.·t~·- ~·q....Ru~~~i,qn!;:t,~
: . ', ;~-~. -9'nly( Jwo..~~e~rs lthe .conflicts·;>
ident; ~ill·II' - ~-{zliq~fon~;·m·
aii1tatn·
s .. ·.·. :'A
s <the:'i clo$e··. ot~·anqtb~f ·. ·. ;.
.
~4e'-$ __~
_~>. :. -~ ~.#'
-, _ ,.-~. -1}':
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-~·· Jf
·,4p·.ry~ai;"PRPbsitipn of- .· . s.ontin~ e,·· io !;Josnia.:·;q-Jte;:_. ,h!s q'eterminatioQt o i~titove:·. Yy,a n.ar?~roache? h an·; ~y~etc,
· .
:. ~tne·· tsraeJi's.. a_rfd ~th~; paiestin:- ·: Se!:Vs,~:croats, .ana· M.uslfih.~ '';:Jh~ ..JJn~iteCJ<S.tat~s: +t~ : bas· chtutgf(tg ·w o~rld a~ilits.~to~.~o~ r., · -. ·.
ians took its first step at peace are still undergoing tremen- fashioned an agreement with seen. The day-to-day events
in a historical union on the dous losses of both life and Mexico and Canada for free seem to be endless and what
White House lawn between culture, all the while accom- trade that has faced much will happen tomorrow cannot
Yitzhak Rabin and Vasser plishing nothing beneficial. opposition. He introduced a be predicted.
Paula Branch
Arafat. The White House and The UN imposed an arms new Health Care Plan that
the State Department com- embargo along with the in- will affect every American by
posed a 26-page script to be corporation of trade sane- granting him or her a grand
signed and sealed by the two tions prohibiting any aid to array of guaranteed benefits.
leaders. The agreement was the rivals. The battle has no Clinton has suffered through
formally and emotionally foreseeable end.
much criticism claiming that
concluded with a peaceful
The greatest tariff agree- he has not followed through
handshake.
ment ever achieved in the on his proposed agenda.
World Events
Russia continues to make course of history also took
Five states along the Misd
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Thanks to the Parents
that Make lit Possible

The moms and dads of Bridgewater College enjoy an exciting day
with their sons and daughters.

Kim McKinney takes a quick pause in
a conversation with faculty.

.. ,
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~o] Student Life

jody Parkes and Dan Rush, members
of the Chorale, entertain parents after their reception .

Kathy Long is glad to see some familiar faces coming to visit her.

With another successful punt, the
football team defeats Guilford on
Parent's Day.

Parents fill the bleachers on Parents'
Day.

Tiffany Gaston, Alexander MacPhail,
and Bradley Walton were only a few
members of Pinion Players to put on
the fall play.

Student Life
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Who says dorms do not have all the comforts of home? For Donald Burton, a bathroom sink doubles as a kitchen sink.

Does it look good, Lance? Lance
Kenney finds an alternative to meals
in the cafeteria.

Getting Social
Getting together and Hanging out with Friends.
It is the only place you can

.. ,
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events such as ping pong
muscular-

selves and do what we !ike to
do. We decorate our rooms

Michelle Brown kills some time
while in the guys' dorm on a Sunday
afternoon.
On a cool Bridgewater day Doris
Mueller enjoys a cup of hot liquid
while taking in the activity on campus.

A dorm room has truly become a home
away from home when you can sit back
and relax with friends. Roy Faircloth
and Jan Wolgamuth kick back to watch
some TV.

With visitation ending at nine on
weeknights, the only way to talk to a
girl in 10 degree weather is on the
phone (Steven Jones).

Student life

.., •..
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"A World Without Boundries," the
theme of the International Club's entry
in the Homecoming Parade, exemplified the attitude of Bridgewater College.

Kim Gifford and Page Fairchilds
danced the night away at the dance.

The BSF are all smiles as their float
wins first place in the parade.

The Homecoming Queen Chelsea
Yoder and her escort Melvin Williams, along with the Sophomore
Representative Amy Landis and her
escort Gary Williams, pose for pictures after the announcement.

.. ,
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Amy Landis and Lance Kenney
dance together during the Queen
and her court's dance.

Melvin Williams and Anna Marie
Smith look like they are dancing to a
beat of a different drum.

Looking for
Tomorrow

The theme for Homecoming week set the scene

.. ,
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A Reason to Celebrate

Celebrations of Halloween and Christmas at BC bring out the good
and bad in all of us.

Ghastly apparitions appeared on
Blue Ridge third just in time for the
Halloween Hall decorating contest.

.. , ,..

~6, Student Life

Freshman Adam Butler reaches to
hang a gold ball on the Christmas
tree in the KCC. When the decorators finished their work, the ceilinghigh tree sported multi-colored balls
and red bows .

The choir established especially for
Luminaries brought messages of the
Christmas season through song to all
those who attended.

Kim Flora was raised frQm the dead this
Halloween. She was the brave soul
who hung out in the coffin for Blue
Ridge Third during the hall decorating
contest.

jill Hammersla was one of the ·performers at the mini opera after the
winter Oratorio concert.

After decorating the Campus Center
Christmas tree, carolers got together
to show off their talents and spread
the sounds of the season.

f,17'~
I. ·\

Student Life '

Studying fo r a test Val Frech, Aimee
Blankenship, and Clarinda Canterbury try to learn all they can.
It's OK. It's not that bad . You can
come out.

Carolynn Cassaday tries to stay relaxed during a softball game.

Jim Klawon and Tom Swider work in
the IBM computer lab.

Student life

(19,

Becca Halifax struts her stuff at the
Homestead, when she and her
friends went ice skating.

A group of spectators gather at a lacrosse game to see the Lady Eagles
play.

Some like Brian Britton prefer to
?pend time in the weight room working out.

.. ,
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While typing the BSU newsletter,
Becky Graham and Melissa Williams
spend some of their free time.

On April 8, the sounds of Nirvana
were heard in many places. That
morning the lead singer Kurt Cobain
commited suicide in one of his
homes, due to the pressures of life.

Roberta Rinker takes a quick pause in
order catch up with the latest from
her friends.

That's Entertainment
·. · ·.::>tuden~~~i 9.f~< alWay·s h9~Yir)' g of~Q-~l; . .

.. .

.
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work we . ·found ·. varipus... aC:' S?()\IVS,t~~f~·~qp(e . flgpk~d. ~o· :..music ·also·.·.· cipear.e o then~; '· · · for~~t, ~fyou ·were one of the
tivities we c~uldg(), : yVIieth_~!;, .the lqunge~to see ·\Ve'r'e ' [~ev7 • . Reba, M?c E~ti re. ·Trax :ir1 '< .: ltJc~y on~s -:tp · ?~· tr~ppeg .in, .·
it was ··watching . television,,. er/y .·Hili~ 902)o,. · fvfe/ro~e ·. Gharlote~viHe attr~cteqrn~n~ : jnt~.e. ~i1~\\f<S?Q\V C(n.gel_s·anq':·
playing Super -~ES, g?i~gt() _ .• '· pJace,l t~~ play off~, .and ,al) .. o .f rhe :.:new~p-?··. co~i'~~ rnef\ .coul'd. ~~ 'rha4~ with,
concerts, or ·.getting ,.Jowdy ·.··. ·?c:casi<;>n·a:l ?iovf~o.rtwq . .We ·groups such_•.·_as . 9r:~ic~~{ ar1d ··· some ().f .t hernorcithan·bourv
with some _frien.d
_ .•...s. ' ·t._, h·_•..e_. ·_ _r.e_·. ·.,·. w_a__·. s_· ·. ca.··.·_. n_· . . ·.o_o_.··. _.t _·.··_·_f_.._·_.o__
. . .r•.· .ge_'t : .·.t.h.o_·se._.·. so. a:.··
P..
CouritiMg Crows ·· · < > ·. ~. tifui'White stuff·:. . .. · .
always som~thi~g w~ co.ula·· ·••6peras-as:we.1.1:.:· .
.
..·\·.::-TI+er~, · Yf~s. _• alii~ys. -: $<J~Ee2 ·_·:. lf: ~o~eprQ.cr~~it~af~s pr'Jysf
find to do: ~:> ·:~.· <:· . ,
·,, ·.:. ·. ?~h1~ 'of·pur faV()rite £!1psi'c ·thi~gt<;> :9~· orit?~~eb~?utifu. I Wa'rits ·t9. fi.~d~·,sofl"l.~tHing: t.o ·
TV see~'~d. t'o .be. ~~~thing>: Sl:Jperstar,s..were :a\sa··,cm ~ouf:•.....su. ~~y· d~y~·· :qn~ c:ould . g<Ytq _.. d,o ,,·:·.entertai~';lrn~nt.<collld. · be
many of ·us gatnered around around .the state .' ·earth , one of the· nl'any sporti.ng fo~nd · any~he~e:
.. . .
and watched. Video games Brooks sang in Hampton for a events, lie out in the sun, go
could be heard zooming few nights. Aerosmith rocked walking through the neigharound many of the dorms. the Roanoke Civic Center. borhood, or go hiking in
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Cold Hard Cash
BC students get jobs around campus to earn a little extra cash.

Ashley Bair gains experience and
money by working as a receptionist
at the KCC desk.

.. , ,..
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Holly Seay works at the library,
studying when she is not busy.

Myra Huffman just finds out some
news she finds particularly interesting.

/.,

·.-:,.·
\
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Lanai Jennings works on math problems while waiting for someone to
shoot pool.

Tutoring some Chemistry students,
Jim Klawon finds it easy to explain
the problems.
Angie Scott, the clicker girl, has just
about everybody's number down.

Student Life

(23,

Donavan Russell and Whitney jordan sang a duo together that left the
audience applauding.

After the announcement of the King
and Queen, the court poses for pictures.

Aurora Brown performed "The
Greatest Love of All."

Dancing the night away, Mike Varner
and his girlfriend Michelle put life
into the music .

.. , ,.•.
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The World Around Us
Students enjoy the week of May Day.
'

'',

-,,
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first _tim~ · .

a,chance , , thems~lves_, ~·ei(lg_ .. ~tc;Jyyri_~d .··.'l:iver·._ihi~.i~',also th~
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curred at t~e :sa!h~ ·ti~~,- ~~a /"- ~ntt::rft1jpfn~ : cap?~,i{itj~s·.. ~f to~~· ~hd:' chag- ~right ~er~ -,'- WJ,ay- ~· <;i~t)~e·; • O)apy ;', stt;fq¢·~t~ , ~" :-were in~~rt~~n.ecL,wi_tn ~~~~ :-, :t~-~ V;a~iety·_ S~ow.- \?p111~ ·?( . C;r~~ne,9::Ppin~~ss·a,qp pfi~c,:-~ :,_·' lj~ed ~~~_ts,'~'e~<t~s~J~~~(~p>:u lg;.. ~-.: ,.

Carolyn Johnson and Gray Clark fill
the night with dancing, while having
a great time.

Matt Crenshaw and some of his
friends perform a comedy skit at the
Variety Show.

Flo Williams gives a quick smile before entering the gym.

Kristi Titus and Barbara Michael hug
each other, while posing for a best
friends shot.

Page Fairchilds holds his diploma
gladly after graduation and turning in
his honor's project.

The last day on campus, graduates say goodbye.

.. , ,..
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We Are Out Of
Here!

Beth Gammon writes down her adress so she can keep in touch with
her freinds.

Rejoicing, Gidget Leigers shows her
excitment.

Chelsea Yoder hugs everyone close
to her.

The class of 1994 poses for a group
picture.

Student Life
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works on a paper in the IBM com-

.. ,
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''It's amazing; when
the moment arives
you finally see the
light.''
Aerosmith

I

IV
.. ,

Academics
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It is now 9:10a.m. on Tuesday morning and one-half of the student body is
sleeping soundly snuggled away in their
beds. The other half, however, is sitting
within the walls of Cole Hall and wondering what Dr. McFadden has in store
for the scheduled convocations. Presentations throughout the year ranged
from campus worship to movies to concerts. All students are required to attend
seven convocations each term and most
can find at least that many of interest to
them.
Popular convocations throughout the
year included James Charlesworth's lecture on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Christmas
Campus Worship, and Student Government election speeches. Also, towards
the end of spring term, many studentrelated convocations were held. One of
these was the awards assembly and anDr. Pinkie Gordon Lane read her own and other's
poetry. Being a special guest instructor, she also
taught two sections of English 412, writing poetry .

.. , ,..

~o') Academics

other was the SCRA family scapbook,
where slides that had been taken all year
long were shown. Sophomore Kerry Estabrook enjoyed canvas, and she especially liked "the multi-cultural presentations, like those done by Dr.
Carolyn Cooper and Dr. Pinkie Gordon
Lane." This cross-cultural dimension of
convocations serves to broaden the
minds of all students, exposing them to a
world that is much larger than the Shenandq~h Valley.

On Founder's Day, the seniors, faculty, and administration march into Cole Hall, to carry on
tradition.

Freshman Steven jones campaigns at the Student
Elections assembly.

The final roJnd of the quiz bowl took place during
one of the convos in winter term.

Katie Jarvis, Wakako lshimoto, Kerry Estabrook,
and Dawn Hunter get tropical at the student mixer.

.. ,
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Yukie Uda waves and points with her fan at the
activities fair.

,~~·
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Friday, August 27, was a day of excitement, wonderment, and apprehension - the first day of Freshman Orientation.
As the morning sun lit up the sky,
students and parents flooded the campus with looks of confusion and fear. All
too soon it was time to say goodbye and
attend our first student counseling
group. Here, we lost some of our fear,
met our first new friends, and gained
some upperclass insight on Bridgewater
College. Other orientation activities included the Progressive Hike (ever see
the dating game?), the movie "Dave," a
At the student activities night, many of the freshmen were able to check out the organizations
Bridgewater has to offer.

•

'

• •

. • ' • ,·

•• -·-

.• •

new student mixer, and an all-campus
dance.
As classes started, the freshmen began
attending their college seminar (IDS
101) class. Through tours and class discussions, freshmen learned about campus facilities, campus life, and themselves.
Excursions taken by the IDS classes
and counseling goups led the freshmen
to various restaurants, parks, and recreation facilities. They learned about
Bridgewater, its people, and most importantly , how to fit in and become a
part of the campus life. The freshmen
class truly is alive and kickin', and really
giving Bridgewater all that they've got.
Anita Hall
Getting down with the rest of the crew, Doug
Gwaltney grooves at the mixer.

Academics
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Beginning Painting is an interesting class to see
how various people express themselves different-

ly.
~ .·

.•\
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Kevin Brown shapes a piece of wood for Sculpture
class.

Tim Kish assembles a wood sculpture with some
help from Prof. Kline.

Becky Graham works on her project for printmaking.

One of the many ways that students
here at BC express themselves is
through art. Classes such as sculpture,
painting, drawing, print-making, structure, and painting, which are administered by Professor Kline and Professor
Cook, were offered to let us be creative
with our minds.
From eight to ten in the mornings,
artists-to-be learned the basics in art
structure. If taking sculpture, depending
on which one you signed up for, there
was a possibility to have sculpture with
steel, clay, or wood. People who took
painting were able to paint a still-life, the

outside, or some sort of picture. With
lines and shadows, those who took
drawing were able to create forms.
In the afternoons students worked on
their pieces. During spring term there
might be the possibility of finding people painting trees and or buildings
around campus. Usually a couple of
hours in the basement of Rebecca Hall
or outside was enough to get started and
going on a true work of art.

.. , ,..
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Vipul Shah and Dawn Hunter have experiments in
their Chemistry 142 labs they get to test.

Depending on the major you have,
you may be involved in a lab. Students
in Food and Culture prepare entrees
from all around the world. What even is
better is that they get to eat. Foreign
language students practice their skills in
language labs. Students get to listen and
speak in the language corresponding to
their class. Most of all, the science labs
here at Bridgewater are both a challenge
and a learning experience. Almost all
science classes here require some type
of lab. These labs range from short, lecture sessions to long, laborious ones.
Labs are valuable because they teach
in practice what is learned in theory in
the classroom. Students learn new techniques and gain valuable experience. In
"/.

.. , ,..
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.,

Mandy Errickson, Melissa Fretwell, and Carla Ritenour prepare a dish for Food and Culture.

the biology labs, students are able to
observe living specimens that, otherwise, would probably not be seen. In the
chemistry labs, students are able to synthesize chemicals through reactions discussed in lecture. Seeing the actual reaction take place enables better
comprehension.
The only drawback of science labs is
the amount of time they require. Some
labs require up to 4 hours. Science majors wonder what non-majors do with all
their time. One thing is for sure - labs,
above all else, teach patience.

In a Biology 100 lab, Shelby Norton and Kelly
Wine use the enlarging capabilities of a microscope to view cells.

Measuring molecular weights, Brian Jackson
makes conversions on a calculater.

Academics
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When we come to college there are
just some things we all have to do. We
may not like it or have any choice, but
we have got to do it. With all classes
comes the dreaded deed of studying. It
is something everyone has to do at some
point during the term. Although we all
have different ways of going about it, it
has to be done.
Some prefer to go into the depths of
the Alexander Mack Mermorial Library
to find a nice quiet cubby hole and
work. In any of its three levels, you can
always find students tucked away somewhere flipping through pages of their
favorite texts. There are some who tend
to get a little noisy, but that is not a
problem. We all need a break every now
and then.
Another popular place is the computer labs. Closing at eleven, they can
be the hardest places to get into, especially when there is a rash of papers
due the upcoming week. Thank goodness for the lab procters that can just
about get you out of any problems you
can get yourself into.
Tony Hackett reads through research material for a
paper.

.. ,
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Finally, there is the old stand-by, your
room. Away from the distractions, many
students lock themselves up for allnighters, especially during exam weeks.
Oh, just in case there was nothing for
you to study, there were plenty of people who would have a research paper,
an exam, or some sort of complex project that would love to have some help.
Some classes did not seem to have that
much, but others could really blow your
mind.

Otio Okilo works taking notes for a review.

Studying for Old Testament class, David Burner
reads the assigned chapters for the night.

Scott VanPelt types a paper in on one of the
computers in the IBM lab.

Academics
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jody Parkes, holding roses given to her by her
mother, relaxes after her senior recital.

.. , ,..
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Saxaphones add to the sizzling sounds of the stage
band.

Bridgewater College does have a great
deal of talent in the music department.
Choirs and bands perform at many different convocations, events, and tours.
Instruments are the choice expression
for some students.The stage band welcomes many students in by playing for
families during the visitation day's agenda. The concert band plays for the
Bridgewater parents in the Parents' Day
assembly.
For those who prefer singing, three
different choirs are available to choose
from. The Oratorio Choir practiced and

perfomed Handel's "Messiah" for one
of the winter term convocations. The
Concert choir went on several different
weekend tours during spring term. Chorale, which is the smallest, was probably
the most active of the three. They combine singing with dancing to put on a
performance.
There are also private lessons that students can take. These are offered in
everything from the drums to voice.

Dr. Hopkins instructs the Chorale in preparation of
a concert.

Members in the Stage Band practice in Memorial
Hall.

An African elephant cools off by taking a bath in
mud .

.. , ,..
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The group that went to see theater in London pose
in front of "David."

In Russia, Candace Cline and Youko Konishi
stand smiling next to a giant snow sculpture in
front of the Kremlin wall.

A lioness sits up in a tree, away from the intense
sun.

Interterm 1994 approached and suddenly was here without warning. By the
31st of January, students had already
decided how they were going to spend
those precious three weeks. Some
chose to take advantage of off-campus
classes in Russia or Hawaii, to name a
few. Others decided to stay on campus
for courses such as Archaeology and the
Bible, Microtechnique, or Literary
Works Adapted to Music. The rest of the
student body elected to participate in
internships off-campus or take advan-

tage of this term for a much-needed
vacation.
Wherever students happened to be,
they all learned a lot and enjoyed themselves in the process. Lanai Jennings, a
freshman, took Microtechnique during
Interterm. Even though the laboratory
class presented a challenge to her, Lanai
said that "the class was worth it. We
learned how to prepare microscope
slides - a valuable skill in the medical
field."
On March 1st students and faculty
returned to the normal routine as Spring
term began. No matter how hard they
would have to work during the coming
ten weeks, they knew that Interterm had
provided a well-deserved break for both
the mind and body.

A break from the norm, Interterm changes
the pace.

Academics
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Patricia Sams, Meridith Robinson, and Amy Spicer
enjoy the entertainment at the bonfire.

Tired of eating cafeteria food, Suzanne jones
splurges on roasted marshmallows at the
Homecoming bonfire.

Doing his part for his fellow rnan.
does not look at all worried a
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''Hold me like the River Jordan, and I will
then say to thee you
are my friend."
Michael Jackson

.. , ,..
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David Edward Atwood
Computer Science and Mathematics
Sparta, NC

john Andrew Barr
Art
Bridgewater, VA

Rhonda Crawford Barrix
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

jeffrey Kennedy Berry
Health and Physical Education
Durham, NC

Aimee K. L. Blankenship
Psychology
Powhatan, VA

jennifer A. Booth
Psychology
Hershey, PA

.. , ,..
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Christopher Bosserman
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Brian Cunningham, Greg Rose, and
Joel Morgan met during their freshman year after playing for the college
baseball team. We have been friends
for four years and have established a
friendship that will last even after
school. After graduation, we are planning to venture into the business
world together.

On the first day of school, four
years ago, Rick Lloyd and Katrina
Parker ironically met in a car collision at a local intersection in the
town of Bridgewater. Although
there were minor damages, both
sustained a friendship that will last
forever.

Christie Shaffer
Jeremy Canady

David Bryant Bremner
Physical Science
Mechanicsville, VA

Karl Verell
Malika Heatwole
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Brian Mark Briley
Business Administration and Economics
Chesterfield, VA

Brian Russell Britton
Health and Physical Education
Portsmouth, VA

Denise Lynn Byrd
Biology
Staunton, VA

jennifer Lynne Bywaters
Sociology
Culpeper, VA

David Dwight Cale
History and Political Science
Middlebrook, VA

Gregory L. Campbell, Jr.
Health and Physical Education
Buena Vista, VA

4 8' Seniors

Jeremy Todd Canady
English
Woodstock, VA

Lance john Carter
Health and Physical Education
Daleville, VA

Kimberly G. Cash
Health Science
Earlysville, VA

Emma Alicia Clark
Spanish
Broadway, VA

William Andrew Clarke
International Studies
Haynesville, VA

Candace Alina Cline
History
Broadway, VA

Donnie W. Coleman, Jr.
Health and Physical Education
Buena Vista, VA
Tina Satmary, my friend, what a TRIP!
We got along so well we roomed
together all four years. We're both
West Virginia natives with a slight accent that will not be noticed when we
become rich and famous! Forever, Erin Kelly.

Tina Rankin and Chris Bosserman met
their Junior year and have been dating since April 1992. Their relationship is special because not only are
they engaged, but they are best
friends. The two plan to marry in August 1994.

Missy Jones
Tammy Massie

Tara Myers
Jennifer Lowe
Katie Brown

.. , ,..
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Taysha Renee Colvin
Business Administration
Churchville, VA

William Louis Connolly
Health and Physical Education
Churchton, MD

Jeanette L. Cullum
History
Baltimore, MD

Brian David Cunningham
Business Administration
Sykesville, MD

Sarah A. Davis
Biology
Verona, VA

Whitney Beth Dodson
Psychology
Culpeper, VA

Christine D. Drumheller
Chemistry
Hopewell, VA

Seniors
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Richard Franklin Echols
Biology
Swope, VA

Chad justin Edwards
History and Political Science
McGaheysville, VA

Robyn M. Elliott
Psychology
Los Fresnos, TX

Kelly A. Ellis
Biology
Suffolk, VA

Melissa T. Emerson
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

jeannie Lee Epard
Psychology and Sociology
Woodstock, VA

Amanda L. Errickson
Home Economics
Eldora, NJ

Francois S. Fabiato
Health Science
Richmond, VA

Page B. Fairchilds
History
Bridgewater, VA

Matthew A. Flick
Chemistry
Mt. Sidney, VA

Jonathan Patrick Flora
Biology
Belle Mead, NJ

Kimberly Ann Flora
French
Manassas, VA

r5'3l,I
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Thomas William Ford, Ill
History and Political Science
Oak Park, VA

Anita R. Foster
History
Bridgewater, VA

Theresa Faye Fox
Psychology
Harrisonburg, VA

Jill M. Frech
History and Political Science
Clearville, PA

Elizabeth L. Gammon
Biology
Mineral, VA

Sherri Lynn Gardner
English
Bridgewater, VA

Geoff Gilliece
Psychology
Ellicott City, MD

Amelia Shull and Denise Byrd met
during their Freshman year and became roommates·· a year later. In their
free time, they enjoy shopping, crossstitching, and country music concerts.
They say, "As we go our separate
ways, we plan to remain as close as
always."

Cheryl Renee Gilmer
Psychology
Mt. Sidney, VA

Susan Staley
Barbara Michael

WE ARE NOT DATING!! Yes, we are
together all of the time, but there is
too much of a height difference
(Thanks Chels). I tolerate Mike because of his good pick-up hugs, and I
tolerate Chelsea because of her pseudo-blonde airheadedness. We both
enjoy making each other laugh. Chelsea doesn't know her right from her
left and Mike can't chew gum and
walk at the same time. After graduation, we plan on staying "Best
Buds" forever.

Eric Rethtorovic
Mark.B.Jiley
Jeff Berry
Chad Edwards
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Megan M. Gray
Biology
Columbia, MD

John K. Grossnickle
Business Administration
Middletown, MD

Karra L. Harmon
English
Hardy, VA

Timothy Allan Harpine
Business Administration
New Market, VA

Sidney Harris
Biology
Gretna, Va

Tina F. Harrison
Sociology
Roanoke, VA

Becky Hart
Biology
Hot Springs, Va

Malika Renee Heatwole
Biology
Staunton, VA

Demetra J. Heckman
Biology
Richmond, VA

John Thomas Helbert, Ill
Health & Physical Education
Bridgewater, VA

Paul Sherman Hickerson
Health & Physical Education
Salem, VA

Ellen Myree Hicks
Biology
Grottos, Va
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Sharon Diane Hodson
Psychology
Strasburg, VA

Megan Byrd, Christy Valentine, and
Tina Rankin met in the Fall of 1991
and have been best friends ever
since. They have a special relationship because with them, three is never a crowd!
Brett Martin and Tim Runion have
been roommates all four years they
have attended Bridgewater. They
both played football all four years,
and they enjoy going hunting and going paint balling at Brett's house.

Becky Arbaugh
Mindy Howard

-bisa Taylor
Brian Cunningham

.. ,
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Mendy L. Howard
History & Political Science
Stuarts Draft, VA

Jeffrey Rennoe Hughes
Biology
Dahlgren, VA

Edward L. Jones
Health & Physical Education
Smithfield, VA

Melissa Anne Jones
History & Political Science
Marydel, MD

Nicoll Anne Keeney
Home Economics
Fallston, MD

Erin B. Kelly
Art
Petersburg, WV

James W. Kile
Health & Physical Education
Franklin, WV
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Elizabeth D. Kirk
Art
Roanoke, VA

Stacie Lynne Krause
Philosophy & Religion
Broadway, VA

Renee Kuykendall
Phychology
Bridgewater, Va

Jeffrey Martin Lake
Business Administration
Frederick, MD

Craig C. Landes
Business Administration & Economics
Harrisonburg, VA

Laura Jane Lear
English
Mt. Jackson, VA

Gidget A. Leigers
Business Administration
Richmond, VA

Scott F. Lescalleet
Biology
Hagerstown, MD

Stephanie E. Lickey
Psychology
Richmond, VA

Leslie L. Liller
Health Science
Oakland, MD

Richard Nutter Lloyd
Business Administration
Lake Ridge, VA

Elizabeth S. Lobb
Psychology
Staunton, VA
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Valerie Suzanne Long
Biology
Waynesboro, VA

Jennifer Adele Lowe
Sociology
Roanoke, VA

Julie K. Maloy
English
McDowell, Va

Brett Anthony Martin
Biology
Harrisonburg, VA

Tammy S. Massie
Art
New Hope, VA

Melissa Leigh McFall
Psychology
Bridgewater, VA

Janita L. McNemar
English & Philosophy & Religion
Keyser, WV

Amanda Errickson and Shirley Schellinger attended the same high school
in New Jersey prior to enrolling at
Bridgewater. Since freshman year, we
have been roommates and both majored in Home Economics.

Beth Gammon, Whitney Dodson,
Taryn Nida, Amand Curry, and Katrina Parker. You may have once
heard the saying, "the friends you
meet in college will be your friends
for a lifetime." We were lucky to end
up together on Blue Ridge Third. Because we have all experienced the
good times and bad times, we've
grown together to what we consider a
FAMILY!

Tina Harrison
Karen Spen_c:~r .

Sallie F. McNett
English
Bridgewater, VA

,.... ·

Jeannie Epard
Jennifer Propst
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Lisa Marie Meny
Psychology
Broadway, VA

Sylvia Lynn Mercer
Health & Physical Education
Fredericksburg, VA

Barbara A. Michael
English
Bridgewater, VA

Denise R. Miller
History & Political Science
Bridgewater, VA

Jeffrey C. Mills
Art
Blue Ridge, VA

Aninda S. Mitra
Economics
Bombay, India

joel Mark Morgan
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Barry Alan Morris
History
Dyke, VA

Clifford Warren Morris
Business Administration
Churchville, VA

Carinthia Ann Morris
Home Economics
Penn Laird, VA

Crystal Gail Neff
Psychology
Strasburg, VA

Mark Duane Nicholas
Computer Science & Mathematics
Culpeper, VA
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Scott and I became close friends and
began dating in the fall of 1992. We
have been through and shared a lot
this year. We have found that the
strength we have in each other, our
families, our friends, and the strength
we have in God has brought us
through many good and bad times.
Scott Slaven and Stephanie Lickey

Heather Marie Nolen
International Studies & Spanish
Forest, VA

Jennifer Whitehair and Bill Connolly.
Bill is majoring in Health and Physical
Education and plans to pursue a career in teaching. Jennifer plans to attend graduate school in pursuit of a
career in Psychology. Bill and Jenn
met fall term freshman year and their
relationship has continued through
their years at B.C.

Kim Flora
Jeff Carter

Vanessa Robbins
Crystal Gail Neff

.. , ,..
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Theresa M. Northrop
Psychology
Bridgewater, VA

joe Marshall Pack
Biology
Danese, WV

Debra L. Palmer
Computer Science & Mathematics
Winchester, VA

Katrina E. Parker
Biology
Herndon, VA

Jody L. Parkes
Business Administration & Economics
Lewisburg, WV

Craig Martin Payne
Business Administration
Dayton, VA

Kimberly K. Perl
Psychology
Stuarts Draft, VA

.. ,
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Bernadette M. Persina
Psychology
Middletown, NY

Javier A. Pou
Biology
Mclean, VA

jennifer D. Propst
Music
Monterey, VA

Sharon L. Puffenbarger
Health & Physical Education
Warm Springs, VA

David Lynn Pugh
Physics
Roanoke, VA

Christina Leigh Rankin
Sociology
Staunton, VA

Erik M. Rechtorovic
Health & Physical Education
Montgomery, NY

James Ebert Rhodes, Jr.
Biology
Harrisonburg, VA

Carla Shantele Ritenour
Health Science
Harrisonburg, VA

Vanessa L. Robbins
Business Administration
Blue Creek, OH

Gregory L. Rose
Business Administration
Chesterfield, VA

Mitchell Douglas Rosen
Business Administration
Front Royal, VA
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Timothy W. Runion
History & Political Science
Kearneysville, WV

James Todd Ryder
Business Administration
Stanley, VA

Elizabeth Marie Ryman
Business Administration
Timberville, VA

Tina Renee Satmary
English
Nemours, WV

Shirley A. Schellinger
Home Economics
Cape May Court House, NJ

Krista Marie Seelig
History & Political Science
Gettysburg, PA

Saurabh S. Seth

Tim Harpine and Cori Morris have
been dating for nearly three years and
will be married in August of 1994.
They met during their freshman year
at B.C. Tim and Cori enjoy traveling,
going out, laughing, and being alone.
We have been best friends from day
one and are looking forward to growing old together.

Christy Drumheller and Bernadette
Persina met through friends their
freshman year, and have been friends
and roommates ever since. We enjoy
talking, hanging out, and having fun
together as well as with friends.

Flo Williams
Jessica Wilke

Christina J. Shaffer
Biology
Arthurdale, WV

Kristi Weisiger
Jenny Bywaters

/
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Vipul B. Shah
Business Administration
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Amelia D. Shull
Business Administration & Economics
Fairfield, VA

Melissa Dawn Smith
Biology
Maysville, WV

Karen L. Spencer
Biology
Bridgewater, VA

Suzanne Dawn Spicher
Business Administration
Harrisonburg, VA

Jo Leigh Spitzer
Business Administration
Broadway, VA

~2, Seniors

Susan R. Staley
Health & Physical Education
Federick, MD '

Alisa M. Stroop
Computer Science & Mathematics
Linville, VA

Allen Edward Swearengin
Health & Physical Education
Amelia, VA

Lesley A. Tanner
Sociology
Steeles Tavern, VA

Lisa Michelle Taylor
English
Waynesboro, VA

Kristi E. Titus
English
Leesburg, VA
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Amanda Kay Trippeer
Economics
Stuarts Draft, vA

Jill Frech
Valerie Frech

Robyn Elliot
Theresa Fox
Jen Booth

N'alerie Frech
Aimee Blankenship
\
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.. __Leslie Liller
. , Brenq~n Updyke
.,,,_
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Michael Edward Varner
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Karl Robert Verell
Business Administration
Alexandria, VA

Bradley Scott Walton
English & Philosophy & Religion
Harrisonburg, VA

Kristina M . Weisiger
Health Science
Wytheville, VA

Kelly Joseph Wheelbarger
Music
Bridgewater, VA

Jennifer L. Whitehair
Psychology
Terra Alta, WV

Lori C. Whitley
Psychology & Sociology
Waynesboro, VA
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Patricia A. Wilder
Music
Hayes, VA

Sara Michelle Wilkerson
Business Administration
Crewe, VA

Florence M. Williams
Sociology
Pensacola, FL

Oneida K. Williams
Health & Physical Education
Verona, VA

Kristin Noele Williams
Biology
Rock Hall, MD

Wesley Douglas Woods
Business Administration
Staunton, VA

Charles j. Wright, II
Mathematics
Bridgewater, VA

Chelsea R. Yoder
Business Administration
Goshen, IN

Kim Perl, Lynn Mercer, Liz Lobb, and Krista Seelig have lived together f6r over two
years. During college we have formed a very strong friendship. This friendship was
built on late night talks, our annual Christmas party, and trips to T9-co Bell. We have
many fond memories from celebrating birthdays in Gettysbutg and Staunton to
spending Spring Break in sunny Florida.

/

/

Karen Sue Zirk
Biology
Harrisonburg, VA
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Class of 1994

Karen Spencer and Melissa McFall

The senior class has proved to be a hardworking and motivated group of
individuals. Four years ago, we were becoming acquainted with college life and
now we are preparing for a new path in life. Some of us will further our education
and others will start their careers, but whatever our plans may be, we can honestly
say that Bridgewater College has prepared us for the real world.
The senior year is indeed a very busy and stressful time. We are faced with the
pressures of finding a job, taking GRE's, preparing applications and resumes, and
most importantly, completing credits in our major to graduate .
. · This year's senior class pulled together to hold fundraisers; and we also had a float
·in the Homecoming parade\ .Yhich gave us second place. I would especially Jike to
thank .th'e few';·dedicatetl seniors in my cabinet and our vice-president, Whrtney
Dodson, for their ~ efforts and time in theseft.inctions; . . . ·. .. · · . ·. ·. ·..
:Bridgewater Cdllegegives the class of 1994.something to be proud of. We should .
cherish.' tile fine memories a~d friends that ·we have ·.e ncountered ·at Bridgewat~r ·
:College., and be:pr'o ud Df our inspiring accomplishments. I wish all of you .t he best in
aiJ yol:Jr endeavors and hope that you ·will keep in touch. God bless and keep you.
·
··
. Beth Gammon .
Senior dass president

Brian Britton, Donnie Coleman, and Francois
Fabiato

.. ,
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Stacie,~ Krause and

Renee Kuykendall

Elizabeth Lobb and Tom Kirk

Sidney Harris and Sara Wilkerson

Karen Zirk and Friend

Taysha Colvin and Ellen Hicks
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Rebbecca Hall in the fall.

At the dorm-sponsored Toga party, jody Parkes
and jackie Riley sport the latest in toga fashions.

Karen Clark and her son Preston enjoy a night out
at campus activities.

Chad Wright really isn't a member of the military,
he's just practicing for the play No Exit.

.. , ,..
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Not Pictured

"Class of the future" was the theme for the senior
class float in the Homecoming parade. Several
seniors portray roles they would like to accomplish
in the future.

Cynthia Schade Bostic

Sarah Grace Hubbell

Marci Jo Burns

Matthew Carson McCoy

Philp Mark Bushong

Brenda Marie Miller

Harry William Butler

Andrew Scott Moore

Keith Edward Davis

Christopher K. Mulligan

~andy Wilfred ·DePriest :.
.

:

.

.:Kevin Scott Petit

.

Sean Michael Dunn '_· ·.

·Roger)arne,s .Pierce

Do~glas Earl Fleming
· Gr~gory Edari Fleshman
.

· Melissa t FretweH
· Julie' Anne Glover

Tom Ford and fellow band members entertain at
B. C. Unplugged.

.

•
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: · . _David L..Rupe :_ ·. :~
Th.omas Leslie Shahk .··

Rebecca Monger Gref~

Robert W. Stone ·

Mark W. Grow

Derek Gray Thompson

Michelle L. Herdman

Douglas Scott Thompson

Ronnie Howard

Cybele Wu

Scott Wooddy and Allen Swearengin

Seniors
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Friendliest: Greg Rose, Flo
Williams

Homework In 5 Minutes: Karra Harman, Rick Lloyd

Most Stylish: Beth Gammon,
Brett Martin

Most School Spirited: Tina
Rankin, Paul Hickerson

Best Looking: Brett Martin,
(Sidney Harris, not pictured)

Most Athletic: Ronnie Howard, Theresa Northrop

-..
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Best All Around: jennifer
Whitehair, Tim Runion
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Seniors

Most Dependable: Tim Runion, Barbara Michael

Class Clown: Mike Varner, (Missy jones,
not pictured)

Most Talented: jody Parkes, Chad
Wright

Never On Time: Christina Shaffer, Geoff
Gilliece

Most Likely To Succeed: Chelsea Yoder,
Tim Runion

Most Outgoing: Flo Williams, Mike
Varner

Party Animals: Katrina Parker, Rick
Lloyd

Not Pictured: Biggest Flirt: joe Pack,
Amanda Trippeer

Not Pictured: Can't Handle 8:00: Scott
Lescalleet and Tina Harrison

Most Intellectual: Chelsea Yoder, Chad
Wright

.. , ,..
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Class of 1995
We all know people that talk a lot
and we also know people that do a lot.
The Class of 1995 is a class of doers. It
is easier to say that you are going to do
something than actually do it. For the
Junior Class, that is not a problem. We
arrived at Bridgewater College with
high hopes and certain expectations.
We realized that the only way to
acheive these goals and aspirations
--was to work for them and work we
· hav~ done and wc>rk .we will continue
to do.
However, . there is one . thing we al. ways do, we never ~cknowledge our·. selyes as just Juniors. _yY.e always add
. ·sqmethipg to our response like "Yes,.
'l'tn a Junior, bu't I'm alsb a member of ·

the Honor Council." The Junior class
is probably the most active class on
campus, and even though we have
tendencies to think about the future
as being Seniors, we can't forget
about the present. We have to live
now in order to reach the future. As
active students, we are living now to
be the best we can be in the real
world.
The Class of 1995 already has orie
thing going for it: we ar~ . hard .workers. Noyv w~ rnust let our past experiences g't.Jide us and help us in the .
future, so that we may reach our potential, and success will be ours. .
·
Georgia Cave
._
. Junior Class President

"Time flies when you're having fun" was the
theme of the junior class Homecoming float. Not
all classes rode down Dinkle Ave. throwing candy
and screaming .

.. , ,..
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Amy Landis and Christy Van Horn take extra p1
cautions before they decide to jump in.

Myra Huffm"an takes time to smile for the camE
as she plays in the Campus Olympics.

Listening in at the Coffee House, Pamela Damron
sees her friend Rachel.

The Student Body President and Vice President,
Melvin Williams and Kirk Moyers can't be on the
sidelines to catch candy.

Taking a break after donating blood, Jan Wolgamuth recharges his system with juice and cookies.

Georgia Cave and James Armentrout hug as they
prepare to turn in for the night.

Juniors
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Aleshevich, Cami
Anderson, Carolyn
Anderson, Temple
Arbaugh, Rebecca
Armentrout, james

Baker, jennifer
Bare, Michelle
Barkman, Ronald
Barnett, Kenneth
Beery, Andrea

I'

Biller, Elizabeth
Bowers, Michael
Brady, Matthew
Brooks, Candace
Burdett, Rebecca

Byrd, Megan
Carr, Sherry
Carroll, Christine
Cave, Georgia

Cinnamond, Maria
Clay, jennifer
Coffey, Kristi
Coffman, Alyson

Cofield, Tony
Cook, Charles
Corder, Carol
Corson, Christina

tfJ/11/'fl/1,,
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Craig, Kristi
Craig, Ruth
Cross, Allison
Cubbage, Brian
Cubbage, James

Curry, Amanda
Damon, Hillary
Damron, Pamela
Dellon, Marie
Dircks, Kelli

Donovan, Gail
Faircloth, Roy
Faus, Michael
Fischer, Douglas
Foster, Dale

The 8:00
Many people really hate 8:00 classes, however, there
are a few advantages. If you like to have breakfast in the
morning, you can get up and go before your class.
Another advantage is - If all of your classes are early,
your afternoons are free for you to enjoy leisure time.
There is one big disadvantage. If you have stayed out late
the night before, it's very hard to make yourself get up in
the morning. You all know these days. The alarm goes off
at 7:00am so you reset it for fifteen minutes later. It goes
off again and you reset it again. You finally realize that
you just missed the first ten minutes of class. Oh well,
right? WRONG! A few more of these mornings, and you
could be in trougble.
So, 8:00 classes can be good or bad. We can all just be
glad that we can pick our own schedules with times that
are our personal preferences.
Carmen Price

Amy Valentine, like most
students, would love to sleep
through her 8:00 class.

Midnight
Madness
It was a spooky Halloween night, and an almost full
moon lit the sidewalks leading to the front doors of Nininger Hall. Even though it was the weekend before final
exams, over 200 members of the student body, including
the cheerleaders and Ernie the Eagle, assembled in the gym
with their free Midnight Madness commemorative cups to
usher in the men's basketball season. The evening began
with contests on the court involving the fans: a three-point
shooting contest and a dribbling race were a few of the
activities. At precisely twelve o'clock on the morning of
November 1, the basketball team emerged from the depths
of the locker room to initiate their first official practice of
the 1993-1994 season. After warming up, various team
members entertained the crowd and showed off their skills
through slam dunk and foul shooting contests. Finally, the
team divided ito two separate groups and played a fullcourt scrimmage. Then the night ended, or perhaps the
morning began, with one victory for the Eagles.
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Dan Rush sinks one in the slam dunk contest at Midnight Madness.

Frech, Valerie
Friedrichs, Gray
Garber, Aaron
Gardner, Stephanie
Gibson, Kimberlee

Hackney, Mark
Hagan, Ann
Haldeman, Heather
Halifax, Rebecca
Halterman, Tracy

Harpine, Ursula
Hathaway, Kara
Hazlett, Kevin
Hildebrand, Kristine
Hoffman, Kristina

.. ,
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'f:s") Juniors

Huffman, Marla
Huffman, Myra
Huffman, Tara
Hutchison, Tessie

Hutson, Dave
lshimoto, Wakako
jackson, Tiffany
Konishi, Youko

Lane, Tracy
Law, Brian
Layton, Gregory
Lee, Ginger

Lonas, joyce
Long, Kathleen
Lowe, Steven
,~v1artin, Rick
Mason, Robert

Miller, Lisa
Minter, jacob
Moyers, Kirk
Muelles, Doris
Mundy, Marcia

Myers, Tara
Nida, Taryn
Petit, Nathan
Piner, jerry
Polson, Sean

.. , ,..

Juniors
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Prince, William
Propst, Angel
Pullin, Chad
Rush, Dan
Seay, Holly

Showalter, Theresa
Simmers, Kinley
Stauffer, Michael
Stowers, Doug
Thomas, Steve

Thornton, Jenny
Valentine, Christy
Van Horn, Christine
Walker, Christine
Williams, Gary

MOOOOO
Cows, cows, cows. They just seem to be everywhere.
They can show up on everything from posters to toilet
seat covers. Many students here at Bridgewater College
have an infatuation with them. Many rooms are decorated
with cow paraphrenalia. One of these rooms longs to Jami
Wenger. Her favorite cows are her stuffed cows. She has
several different types in all shapes and colors. Jami's
liking for cows is not surprising since her family owns a
dairy farm.
We didn't think it would be appropriate to talk about
cows and not mention everyone's second favorite - pigs.
Yes, the little oinkers are in nearly as many rooms as the
bodacious bovines. Pigs do have cows topped in one
aspect. They've got a game named for them called Makin'
Bacon. Two pigs are put in a cup and shaken. How they
land determines how many points the thrower gets. If
they land piggie back, all accumulated points are taken
away. Together cows and pigs seem to have
Bridgewater College looking like a farm.

\
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~o] Juniors

Sophomore jami Wenger sits
among her prized cow
collection.

Class of 1996

Dennis Moore sits near the library, in the fall
afternoon, relaxing and catching up on his classwork.

Packing up the car may have been a little bit easier this year when it came
time to come back to Bridgewater for our Sophomore year. Some of the fears
that we may have had last year were gone. We knew what to expect from our
roommates,we knew our way around campus, we knew what to expect from
our courses, and how much time we were going to have to spend studying.
We had established friendships, and most importantly, we knew when to push
the doors and when to pull the doors in the KCC . However, there was the new
fear of deciding on a major that some of us may have faced. With some
sophomores still uncertain of what type of career they wanted to pursue,
deciding on a major was a definite challenge. But we made it through. We
have finished our first year and almost completed our second here at Bridge. water, and with continued hard work and dedication we can make it through
our final two y~ars as welL .
.
.. .
.
.
.
.
··
J\1ichele Mosely
SophomorE7 Class .President

While frantically paddling James Klowan and
Angie Kelton compete in campus olympics.

Phil Biles, t~e fireman, feels the need to get fire
retardent before battling the blaze that burns his
supper, at the Homecoming Bonfire.

·'' ,..
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Sophmores

Lynette Ginder and Valerie Frech show off their
sun from the football game earlier in the day.

Playing frisby out in front of Bowman Hall, Marc
Leslie and Donald Burton enjoy an afternoon outside.

Reflecting on her childhood, Amy Landis remembers what it was like to play in the sandbox.

At the beach party Jennifer Stinnett dries off after
relaxing in the hot tub.

Sophmores
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. The dining hall is much niqre than merely a
place to ·eat.lt is a place to relax, :goof off, and
'to justhavefun. A placeto me'e t.up with your
fri~ryds: that yo~· weren'tluckyenough.to get a
. class with. A place ful(of l~:tUghter and noise.
. The dining haiLoffers a chance Jo checkout .
who's with who,.who's wearing what, and an
.opportunity.tqcatch .up oli'the latest gossip. It
is the chance to check out that certain person
.you've.haq yOur eye on,. but can never find on
cam~pus. It Js pl~ce to tel.l jokes and to .act
silly. All.of this makes the dining.hall much
· more of a social opportunity than a 'dining one. ·

a

.

.

~· Anita Hal'i
.

.

: Valeri·e Fr~ch is disappionted that she didn!t get a prize. iri her
.
cer:eaL

Anderson, Angela
Atkins, Jonathan
Atwood, Richard
Baker, Amy
Beam, Elsie

Bennett, Renee
Biles, Philip
Braun, Dianna
Brown, Catherine
Brown, Kevin

.. , ,..

~4") Sophomores

Browning, Jonathan
Buracker, David
Burfoot, Lisa
Burner, David
Burton, Donald

Caldwell,
Christopher
Cale, Tara
Campbell,
Christopher
Carr, Michele
Carriker, James

Cassaday, Carolynn
Chamberlain, Rene
Chandler, Mindy
Clark, Joseph
Cole, Carrie

Coleman, David
Conner, Holly
Corbin, Kenneth
Cox, Jodi
Crawford, Deron

;-

Crickenberger, Jill
Crowder, Matthew
Dalmata, L. J.
Davis, Andrew
Dayton, Michael

Deputy, Valerie
Dovel, Tracy
Dudley, William
Dungey, Martha
Earhart, Lisa

Sophomores
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Eberhard, joan
Eble, Tracy
Edwards, Gregory
Estabrook, Kerry
Evick, Cindy

Famous, Brian
Fike, David
Flory, Brian
Floyd, Tammy
Floyd, Mike

Friedrichs, Marta
Fry, Melissa
Frye, Jodi
Fulk, Misti
Fully, Chris

Funk, Detra
Garber, Tori
Gayhart, David
Gifford, Kim
Ginder, Lynette

Gooden, Erin
Gordon, Donald
Gordy, Jill
Gorsuch, William
Graham, Rebecca

Gregory, Vincent
Griffin, Jason
Griffin, Wes
Guess, Frances
Gwaltney, Douglas

.. , ,..

~'} Sophomores

Hackett, Anthony
Haire, Jordan
Halterman, Shannon
Hammersla, Jill
Hampton, Debra

Hardinger, Casey
Harlow, Kimberly
Harvey, Shelley
Hawkins, Edward
Hogsten, Ronald
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,Being a .day stud~nt h·a~· its advantages. The .
'' ' bi'ggest advantage_i~ that each day when classes
: · ·.'. . ·are:<?ver f can g6 homi t()' my fc,t~ ily. -f \pother
. ' ·... ' - :adv~ntage is tnat 'I do;not hav~ to 'eat in the
.. : cafeteria s·everi days·a we.ek.. However, the • ·
: ··. ~- disadv_a ntages ·outweigh ·the <idVantages .. First;
·gqing-hom¢ -after class provides little:clia:nce. to
· . really get to know students'' on campus. I find
· this ,the \YOrst.'aspecf of.belng a9ay student · .
,Secona, on tesfdays l _find myself studying as I ·
driv~to school·;._ ·nqtes in one hand, steering
wheeLin th~ othetLAt schbol, my car becomes
· my ·d orm. ·'Leat; sleep, ~nd study in my car!
. Being older, ·married, and having·an eleveri
. year old son adds ari interesting side to being a
: sti:Jd~nt. Wjth cooking,·deariing, working two
·part-time jobs;. t~nding. to .niy family's needs, et
. c~tere; et Getere,·. wh~n do :1 study? I study .
·thrOugh·the night! _()h well, a~ least I'm already
'awake at 5:00am to p~rckthose lunches· and
put supper in the crock pot!
·. •Oneida Williams
-·. D<.Iy

stude~tTarl)myFioydworks at solving the problem.

·sophomores

<

Holsinger, Travis
Hudgins, Ruth
Hume, Brian
Hunter, Dawn
Ingram, Sandy

Jarvis, Katie
Johnson, Sara
Jones, Suzanne
Keller, Amy
Kelly, Patrick

Kelton, Angela
Klawon, James
Klein, Aaron
Knupp, Kristina
Landis, Amy

Lewis, Ryan
Lipinski, Kristen
Lohr, Stephanie
Magladry, Amy
Martin, Anneke

Meek, Charles
Mills, Jeremy
Moore, Dennis
Moore, Tami
Moore, Mart

Morris, Sasha
Moseley, Michele
Moss, Ronald
Motto, Sheri
Nichols, Jennifer

.. ,
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~s") Sophomores

Osborne, Jeffrey
Parra, Jennifer
Pearson, Cindy
Pence, Melissa
Pritchett, Aaron

Reynolds, James
Reynolds, Karen
Rhodes, Andrew
Riley, jacqueline
Robinson, Chad

Sophomores
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Rodamer, Courtland
Sams, Patricia
Scholten, Steven
Scott, Angela
Shaw, Kore

Sherman, Anngela
Shifflett, jennifer
Shifflett, Tara
Shiflet, Stacy
Shipp, Sherry

Simmons, Cathy

Donald E; Atkins

· . . Fp~da K: · A~v·me.

·.·Darrel L: Baker .
· .·. Jason E.' Berkey
·Betsy·o. Boatdwine Anthony c. Bmce .
Jererny .F. Camp
· ·· ~eslie ·R. Caraway ;
James .t. Carriker
.Ch.ristopher S. Carter .
William R. Carter ·
·R·uth ·A. Cqssldy· ~
. : vicki L - thampagne ~
· · J~ma D: Coffman_ . . ·
·Sarah A. ·Coffman
Benjamin]; (ole
Lqna ~It (:ornbs . ·
Ri· l~y C. Conover .' . .
Jim c. ·corbitt ··
.· Matthew T. Coulling
·. ·M~~tthew M.C:rowdeL. ·
.
· Bethy J. Cruse ·
· Ihom~s .L Darden · .
·Chr!stopher M; Dayi~ . ··
. Jeffrey ·s;·o~vis · ·
Jeffrey s~ Deavers ..
'

.. ,
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~0~ Sophomores
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·· kathleeri~ .l-. Duff · .
Coy R. Eavers ·. ·
Aaron W ~.Everly
Rebecca B: Edlind
John C. Jetty
·Brant P. G.r;1briel
· JodyL. Goodband ·.·
Jasoh A. Griffin . . . .
V\fendy L..Hartsook
Jennifer ~L. Hoover
: Jay ~- H~tchens ·
· StacyN. ]ohnson
Nicholc;ts E. Judah
Timothy M. Kish ·
.Kevin w. Knott
Christopher 5: Kutnp ·
KEmdria L Lafy ... ·.·
· ... N\arcE. Leslie ·.
··. BrenfA. Long
..·
· Cheryl Annette Matryi.as
·. ·~William B.. Meadows
.'~ ParTiela G. Miller
. Brian C. .Mitchell ·
. Misti Morgan
·. M-arsha E. Nowlin
. 'otlo Okilo · · · ·

Joseph w. Oyler· · · .- ·
Bradley Prqpst .· ·
·. Stepha'nle D. Ri.¢hards
.Steven B. Scholten ·
··Kore B. Shaw ·
.
~ jay T. S.herlock :
Aiirigela·R. ?h¢rman .
John tJ. Shover' · ·
·· Ki.ntey N. s·i.mmers ·
Sarah J\t Simmons.
Mark..E..Sipe ···
Elizabeth ·A. -Stone .
· Tung Q~ Truong · · ·
·. Angela M..Vizachero ···
. Michael A. Ward··
Tarie A. Warner
Milt611 P.. W;.e!'ls·
john W~ White ·..
StephanieR. .Whitmer
· Penny .L. Williams- · · ·
·sherry L Willis ··. · ·
Christopher So' W.oody
.Janis A. Young . ·

s..

Simmons, Erin
Simpkins, Shellie
Slaven, Scott
Smith, Corinne
Snow, William

Sollars, Stephanie
Spicer, Amy
Stinnett, jennifer
Strawderman, Carrie
Sullivan, Laura

Swider, Thomas
Tankesley, Holly
Tanner, james
Tucker, Dan
Tuning, Gregory

Van Order, Beth
Wadel, Kimberly
Warren, Anne
Weade, Kara
Weaver, Matthew

Weaver, Staphanie
Webster, Noreen
Wenger, jami
Wilke, jessica
Wilkerson, Bill

Williams, Melissa
Wiskeman, Heather
Wood, Matthew
Woolheater, Erica
Zimmerman, Cara

.. ,

Sophomores
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Class of 1997

I'm so excited.

Fall 1993 was the first chapter of and academics. Through it all, we bethe Class of 1997 at Bridgewater Col- came a unit, joined together by
lege. We entered college with many shared experiences. We learned a lot
emotions bubbling inside us. We about Bridgewater College, each othwere anxious and nervous. We were er, and especially, ourselves. We
eager and enthusiastic to experience learned what Bridgewater College
college. Soon, the fear gave itself over stands for, how important it is that we
to worrying. There were so many have each other, and we learned to
things happening, and we were un- step out on our own two feet. We
certain. We had to make new friends. gained experience, and some of us
·.. For some, the lriends \Ve made will be · found exactly wh~re we belong~ · Beforever. The·n, :when ..v./e wer€! ··at- .liefs were . ·strengthened or dirnin~
tempting to adjust to olirnew friends ,ished. Friendships were broken ahd .
· and · surroundings~ there wer~..classes . built _ backt;~p. Adulthood was .discov->..
.to attend. We struggled in .some of ..erecl. When: the . years. have p.assed,
:them and~ excelle.~ in ather?. We'dis- . and .w e pull out thi~ yearbook, mem~
covered we had to study harder than ·. ·aries will .float back to . us. We. will
we ~ver had to· b:efore~. Although Wf: rernernber our first year;. anp disap-;
were .often· exha.usted'and stressed ·· polntment~ and·triymphs: However, .
from' long hours ·of . studyfhg~ . we ,, we
~ neyer' have to fe,eJ ?eparate
f6undthere ~was tin{¢ to have fun, as .from .. Bridgewater College. ·Afterall,·.
welL We discoveredthatf~nwas :es- this· is whe:re w_e ; have learned the
. seritial·· to ·adjusting io . college: We . ·most about lif~.
.
found close friends ~ho shared our
R~berta. Rinker
Freshman Class President
interests, and soon the loneliness and
the feelings of being an outsider subsided. We did have to learn to balance our time between our social life

w.ill

You go girls!! Anna Smith, Rebecca Halifax, and
Shelby Norton show off their trendy togas.

.. ,
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-~oiJ Freshmen

Kerri Bergin ~~ets something to drink with his sup ·
per.

Abernathy, Holly
Adams, Lynn
Ajayi, Lake
Alestock, Kevin
Auker, Stacy

Auvil, Ryan
Bagby, Stephanie
Bailey, Gregory
Bair, Ashley
Baker, Aaron

Barb, Melissa
Barker, Teressa
Barlow, Benjamin
Bazzle, Holly
Bell, Brad

Lights,
Camera •

• •

The Campus Center Progam Council provides Bridgewater College with its very own cinema every Saturday and
Sunday night. Movies of all types are shown for entertainment as well as a study break or method of procrastination for the low price of $1.
As students begin to congregate in Cole Hall at 8:00 pm
with their friends or alone, the action begins. Cartoons
explode onto the screen as laughter fills the auditorium. It is
the place to be if you have no interest in doing work and
are interested in a good, new release.

Many students enjoy the variety of movies put on each term by Program
Council.

.. ,
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~04, Freshmen

Bennington, Amanda
Benson, Mary
Bernas, Stephanie
Bielski, Stacy
Black, Amy

Booth, Chevie
Bowie, Melisa
Boyles, Christopher
Branch, Paula
Brown, Aurora

Brown, Michelle
Brown, Robert
Brunty, Michael
Bryant, Christopher
Butler, Adam

Canterbury, Clarinda
Carter, Krista
Cheng, Huang
Chapman, Thomas
Childress, Shannon

Clinger, Greg
Conover, Ashley
Cooper, Staci
Corbin, Kimberly
Crews, January

Curry, Cherish
Curry, Jennifer
Dancy, Lisa
DeGrauw, Jessica
Deitz, Andrew

Freshmen

~0~

DiNicola, Tripp
Dodrill, Kimberly
Dreisbach, Tasha
Eaton, Amanda
Eaton, Elizabeth

Eddy, Jamie
Edwards, jennifer
Edwards, Khristi
Edwards, Kimberly
Edwards, Scott

Emerick, Angela
Engel, Tara
Estep, Matthew
Fawley, Darren
Fines, Cheri

Fint, Livonia
Fix, Keith
Flory, Stefanie
Fox, Darrin
Fretts, john

Friend, Theresa
Fultz, Sydney
Gallimore, Matthew
Gardner, Heidi
Gaston, Tiffany

Geib, Melissa
George, Barbara
Giacchi, Christian
Gilbert, Stephen
Gilkeson, Brad

.. , ,..
~06' Freshmen

Glasco, Eric
Gordon, Shelly
Green, Kelly
Greiner, Nathan
Groome,
Christopher

Haas, Olivia
Hall, Anita
Halsey, Kelly
Harada, Mihoko
Harold, Kara

Harrison, Shannon
Hart, Margaret
Harvey, Ellen
Heatwole, Kimberly
Hedrick, jennifer

The End of
an Era

Four o'clock on a Wednesday afternoon in October the
last wall of the farmhouse teetered on it stone foot before
crashing and crumpling into its own littered foundation.
The huge crane and other machinery had started to destroy
the two-story home just one hour before.
In the past the farm has served as a dairy and an extra
dorm. In recent years the b--arn has been a convenient place
for students' horses to be stabled, while the house has been
home to various professors.
The crane tried to pull the final wall dawn, but it resisted
tipping. Driving up onto the smashed remains of the other
three walls, the crane reached its arm on top of the wall just
barely reaching the roof, and finally pushed down the
wooden wall. The wall collapsed inward and sank into the
rubble. A piece of Bridgewater history will live on only in
our memories instead of in wood.
A favorite place for students to keep horses, the barn was torn down this fall
to make way for the new science building.

Freshmen
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Heinbaugh, Cory
Hensley, Chantel
Hensley, julie
Hensley, Theodore
Herndon, Melinda

Herr, Samuel
Hicks, Allen
Higgs, Ami
Hill, Kevin
Holler, Alisa

Holler, Angela
Hoover, Aaron
Howdyshell,
Kathleen
Hudgins, Kerry
Huffman, Karin

Huffman, Tara A.
Hull, Bradley
jackson, Brian
jennings, Lanai
jessup, Tyler

johnson, Amy
johnson, Carolyn
johnson, Melanie
jones, Steven
jordan, Whitney

Karczewska,
Agnieszka
Kehoe, Michael
Keller, Mark
Keyser, Rebecca
Kurtz, Rebecca

.. , ,..

~oiJ Freshmen

Eagle's Nest
The soft voice of a poet's dream and the smashing chord
from a budding rock band fill the Snack Shop during one of
SCRA's Coffee Houses. A flock of professors gather around
a circular table to discuss Henry James' point of view or
eschatology. A couple of students find a place to sit, talk
and relax between classes.
The Snack Shop gives students at BC a place away from
their rooms to congregate and talk or watch the big screen
TV. It is a place for solitude or for fun. Throughout the year
the Program Council and other groups plan various entertaining events in the Snack Shop for every student.
So whether it is passing through on the way to class, or
taking a break for a theatrical production, the Snack Shop
provides a welcome place for everyone.

Several professors such as Bowman, Studwell, and Bly, discuss the ways of
the world over eagleburgers and onion rings.

Lambert, April
Landes, Kara
Lewis, Davon
Litchfield, John
Long, Amy

Luther, Erin
Lutz, Herbert
MacPhail, Alexander
Mascarenhas, Cheryl
Matheny, Jessica

Mathias, Scott
May, Cynthia
May, Emily
Mayo, Dwaine
McCauley, Marla

Freshmen

~0~

Joey Stanley
The new Resident Director for Heritage Hall, Joey Stanley, is not entirely out of his element. Having graduated
from Ferrum, he's used to the small college atmosphere.
"The visitation policy at Ferrum was a little more liberal,"
says Joey, "but I actually like Bridgewater's more conservative policy." He had to get used to the fact, rather
quickly, that girls shouldn't be on the hall on certain nights.
"I'd walk by a room with some girls in it, and go all the way
down the hall before I realized they shouldn't be there. I'd
have to go back and ask them to leave." Not to be mistaken
as an amateur Joey quickly adds, "I'm not that new at this, I
was the RD of my dorm my senior year." And just in case
you're wondering,"! plan to pr~hably stick around another
year," says Joey.

What is that? It's Pat, no not really. It's the R.D. of Heritage, joey Stanley, an
MC at the Homecoming variety show.

McClure, Heather
McClure, Meghan
McKinney, Kimberly
Megeath, Allyson
Miller, Jill

Minnick, Steven
Mitchell, Dinah
Mizener, David
Mongold, Jennifer
Morehead, Heather

Musser, Jacki
Myers, Christine
Myers, Emily
Na, Paul
Nauman, Jason

.. ,
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Freshmen

Neighbors, Sara
Noon, Heather
Norton, Shelby
O'Toole, Heather
Olson, Kristie

Orman, jennifer
Ostrander, Lewis
Oyler, Krista
Paulin, joshua
Payne, Laura

Phelps, jennifer
Phelps, Rebecca
Powell, Stephanie
Powers, Scott
Price, Carmen

Quick, Kristine
Rife, Mark
Riner, John
Rinker, Roberta
Ritchie, Michael

Roach, Chad
Robertson, Pamela
Rosholt, Christina
Rosier, Lara
Russell, Donavan

Schuler, Matthew
Schwartz, Cheryl
Scott, Kathy
Scouten, Edith
Senger, jonathan

Freshmen

~1~

Seybold, Jackie
Shenk, Rachelle
Shipe, Rachel
Shonk, Emily
Simmons, Elizabeth

Simmons, Karen
Sloper, April
Smart, Brent
Smith, Anna
Smith, Charlotte

Smith, Tammy
Sowers, Chad
Spotts, Benjamin
Stephens, Jill
Stepp, Laura

No Exit
Continuing with a tradition, a fourth play was produced
during the 1993-94 academic year by the Pinion Players.
Senior Bradley Walton directed Jean-Paul Sartre's one-act
No Exit.
The production had many unique aspects. The first of
these was the play itself: the story-line centers around three
characters who are condemned to Hell. These three, journalist Vincent Cradeau (junior Lance Kenney), socialite Estelle Delaunay (sophomore Jessica Wilke), and secretary
Inez Serrano (junior Rebecca Halifax) are trapped within a
small room. They soon learn that their personal Hell is not
physical torture; instead, Hell is their forced interaction with
one another- or, as is stated in the climatic soliloquy, "Hell
is just - other people."
Another interesting facet of the play was its stage setting:
No Exit was performed in the basement of Cole Hall. The
walls were draped with black curtains, giving the basement
classroom the "black box" effect. Also, the audience was
seated in the thrust (on three sides of the stage), mostly on
the floor at eye level with the actors. This helped heighten
the sense of tension that typified the show.
Lance Kenney and Rebecca Halifax are condemned to hell in No Exit.

.. , ,..

~~i' Freshmen

Stokes, Mandy
Switzer, Stephanie
Tate, jennifer
Taylor, Brandon
Thomas, Steven

Toothman, Aaron
Turner, Susan
Tusing, Marsha
Tyson, Shawn
Uda, Y,ukie

Updegraff, Kurt
Valentine, Amy
VanPelt, Scott
Varakin, Kathrine
Wampler, Daniel

Warcholak, Lara
Ward, Melinda
Weigle, Neil
West, Hollie
White, Christopher

White, Heather
White, Mike
Whorton, Benjamin
Wiesenbaugh,
joseph
Wilson, Leslie

Wine, Kelley
Wright, Daniel
,_ Young, Allison
Zigler, Alan
Zincone, Eric

..,

Freshmen
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Not Pictured
Zolotova, Anastasia
Scott Allender
Brandon Amos
Michael Arner
Daniel Atwell
Erin Ball
Kerrigan Bergin
Karen Bisset
Christopher Bradley
Tracey Burcin
Kevin Burks
Michael Burtmer
jeremy Chandler
Clarence Childers
Chad Conley
David Cox
Stephen Craver
Brandon Daisy
Stephanie Debs
Adam Erskine
Benjamin Evans
Barbara Eye
Evan Garber
Kevin Garber
Fred Gearheart
Shelby Griffin
jeremy Guinn
Mickey Hamilton
joshua Hardy
Vaughn Haynes
james Headlee
Raymond jenkins
Hunter jones
Brian jordan
Gerald judd
Samuel King
Lawrence Logan
Anthony Madison
Katryn-Ann Marsland
David Mathias
•

q

•

jonathan McCloud
Brett McGarry
Michael Mcintire
Kim Merrick
Eric Miller
Marc Miller
Adam Miz~r
Robert N drris
Rya-n 0'Malley
Amy Pettus
jason Porter
joel Pugh
Shane Rt ileman
jeremy Ryan
james Sanford
Martinez Santiago
Daniel Shomo
Heather Simmons
Anthony Sprecher
jason Spruill
Keith Stafford
Curtis Steele
Stacy Strawderman
Adam Sutton
Michael Sweeney
Wyatt Taylor
jonathan Thorn
Kenneth Townsend
Craig Turman
Craig Tutt
Cary Vipond
Benjamin Waddy
Ryan Wenger
Christopher Whitten
Timothy Wilson
Christian Winter
Chad Young
Heather Zimmerman

•

.· Jonathan Atkins was one of the Si~Jgers that demonstrated their ability to. perform at the Coffe~
House Variety Show, . · ·

-~
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~~i' Freshmen

. Tara ~ngel seems r~adyas she heads out
for class on the .dreaded ·Monday morn:,
ing. ,
· ·
·· ·
·

Roberta Rinker, . Freshman dass president can't waitto get back to her room ·
after a long da/s .work. ·

Freshmen

~~~

Helping the cause Melvin Williams donates blood
to help someone in need.

Myra Huffman displays the Romanesque column
she made.

Dale Foster and Sandy Ingram enjoy the afternoon
on a sunny day .

..,
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~l~Candids

Donald Burton chillin' at the beach party volleyball game.

"Princess, will you marry me?" Donald Burton and
Phil Biles bring down the house at the Homecoming variety show.

Bowman Hall

Jeffrey Osborne takes a breather at Campus
Olympics.

Many students enjoy a warm dip in the hot tub
even though it was 50 degrees outside.

Candids

~~~

Dr. Wayne F. Geisert
President of the College

Dr. Dale V. Ulrich
Provost

Dr. Lee M. Yoder
Dean for Academics

Clement A. Bess Acting Registrar

Marlene C. Foley
Assistant to the President

Mary Lou Miller
Secratary to the President

2

DawnS. Dalbow
Secretary to the Provost

janet S. Stepp
Secretary to the Dean for Academics

B. Penny Boyce
Secretary to the Registrar

2

Bonnie M. Eckard
Secretary in Bowman Hall

The C. E. Shull Computing Center:
Karen Hensley, Scott MooMaw,
Ann Rainard, Charlie Cook, Theodore Flory (Manager) .

.. , ,..
~~i' Faculty

Professor William E. Abshire
Instructor of Religion

Dr. K. Gary Adorns
Professor of Music

Dr. Robert B. Anderson Associate Professor of International Studies

s

Professor Martha Armstrong
Professor of Accounting and
Business Administration

Dr. john G. Barr
Professor of Organ and Piano

Dr. Paul j. Bender
Professor of Mathematics

Professor Daniel W. Bly
Assistant Professor of History

~S .

S

A professor's objective is to put forth
the information which a student is to
learn. Such is the case here in Art as
Professor Kline demonstrates the
proper way to configure art work.

Dr. Carl F. Bowman
Associate Professor of Sociology

.. , •..
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Dr. Richard L. Bowman
Associate Professor of Physics

Dr. Erich E. Brumbaugh
Professor of Chemistry

Dr. Frank A. Chimenti
Professor of Physics

2

Dr. David E. Coffman
Assistant Professor of Education
Professor David A. Cook
Assistant Professor of Art

Professor June L. Craun
Assistant Professor of Home
Economics

Dr. Joseph M. Crockett
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Professor jon L. Dellett
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Dr. James W. Eaton
Associate Professor of Economics and Business Administration

Dr. Catherine L. Elick
Assistant Professor of English

Coach Donnie Fulk
Head Soccer Coach

Professor Stanley Galloway
Assistant Professor of English

.. , •..
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r

Dr. Carole C. Grove
Assistant Professor of Education
Dr. Arthur j. Gumenik
Assistant Professor of Accounting
Dr. Lucien T. Hall, Jr.
Associate Professor of Mathematics

s

Dr. Mary Frances Heishman
Associate Professor of Phusical
Education, Head Coach of Volleyball
Dr. Michael S. Hensley
Professor of Biology

Dr. L. Michael Hill
Professor of Biology

Dr. Lanny W. Holsinger
Professor of Education

s

Dr. jesse E. Hopkins, Jr.
Associate Professor of Music
Dr. O'mara lectures to a student after
class for further clarification.

Faculty
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Dr. David C. Huffman
Associate Professor of Economics
Dr. Edward W. Huffstetler
Assistant Professor of English

Professor Daniel A. Kegerreis
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education,
Head Athletic Trainer

Coach Curtis L. Kendall
Head Baseball Coach, Assistant
in the Department of Health
and Phusical Education
Dr. Thomas M. Kinder
Director of Athletics

Professor Manown Kisor, Jr.
Assistant Professor of Business Administration

Professor Paul M. Kline
Associate Professor of Art

Professor Elizabeth L. Kyger
Assistant Professor of Biology

Coach Bill Leatherman
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education,
Head Men's Basketball Coach

2

Dr. Barbara P. Long
Professor of Foreign Languages
Dr. Stephen L. Longenecker
Assistant Professor of History

Coach Max Lowe
Head Football Coach

..,

•..
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Professor Ralph C. MacPhail,

Jr.

Associate Professor of Theatre,
Speech, anfd English

Coach Laura S. Mapp
Associate Professor of Physical Education
Dr. W. Robert McFadden
Anna B. Mow Professor of
Religion

s

Dr. Lynn McGovern-Waite
Assistant Professor of Foreign
Languages
Dr. David K. McQuilkin
Associate Professor of History
and Political Science
Dr. David G. Metzler
Professor of Philosophy and
Religion

Robert R. Miller
Chaplain and Director of Religious Activities
Blain Simmers participates in the
Homecoming Parade by pulling one
of the floats.

Faculty
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Professor Lamar B. Neal
Associate Professor of History
and Political Science
Dr. Dean R. Neher
Professor of Computer Science and Physics
Dr. Philip F. 0' Mara
Associate Professor of English

Dr. Susan L. Piepke
Associate Professor of Foreign Languages
Dr. Jeffrey H. Pierson
Instructor in Speech

Coach JohnS. Spencer
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education

Dr. Daniel M. Spitzer, Jr.
Professor of Business Administration
Dr. Nancy W. St. John
Assistant Professor of Home
Economics
Professor Grace F. Steinberg
Assistant Professor of Home
Economics

Professor Shane D. Stevens
Instructor in Business Administration, Head Track and Cross
Country Coach
Dr. Sarah E. Swank
Professor of Biology

Dr. Mwizenge S. Tembo
Assistant Professor of Sociology
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Dr. Thomas R. Thornley, Jr.
Professor of Music

Coach Kristee j.R. Trumbo
Cheerleading Coach, Assistant in Swimming
Marguerite M. Turner
Postmistress

s

Dr. Gary L. Tyeryar
Professor of English

Professor W. Steve Watson, Jr.
Associate Professor of Philosophy and Religion

Dr. Robert D. Westbrook
Assistant Professor of Psychology
1

s

Professor john E. White
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Coach Carlyle Whitelaw
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, Head Tennis Coach

Coach Jean Willi
Head Lacrosse Coach, Assistant in the . Department of
Health and Physical Education

Dr. Donald R. Witters
Professor of Psychology

s

s

Professor Kimberly D. Wright
Instructor in Physical Education, Director of the Swimming
Program

Faculty
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Counseling Center
Dr. Chip Studwell
(Director of Counsel.: .
irtg), June Van_Lear. Not '
. pictured: judit_h Shuey

Student Development
Office
Dr. William Miracle
(Dean), Karen Clark
(Assistant Dean),
Carolyn Cline.

Library
Thelma Hall, Susan
Conrad, Audrey Moats,
Dr. Buu Duong, ~uth
Greenawalt (Director), . ·
· Carin. l"eets, T~rrell
. Barkley, Phyllis wa·rd.

.. ,
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Financial Aids
Cindy Garletts, J. Vern
FaJ rch ilds, J L ., ·Joan·
. Blackburn.
.·

Business Office
Front: Patricia Newman,
Dorothy Long, Marilyn
Evers. Back: Sue Colaw,
Melvin
Wampler
(Business Manager &
Treasurer), Dustyn Miller, Stacy McDonald,
Brenda Thompson.

Resident Directors
Joey Stanley, Jeffrey D.
Conner, David Goodband, Paula Ferfuson,
· Jeff Adams, Lee ·Allen,
· Michelle Chandler,Kelli
Nichols, Stacie Simmers. ·

Kline Campus Center
Blaine Simmers, John
?Ma,risbn '(Dir~c;tor),: ·Car'"
, rie Harman .. ·
·
·

Maintenance
Seated: Junior Lash,
George Campbell, Rugby St. John, Patrick Puffenbarger. Standing:
Bob Knott, Daryl Nicely,
Jerry Hilbert, Jeff Smith,
Leroy Fishback. Not
Pictured: Jim Shaffner
(Director), Harley
Smith, Todd Ritchie,
Don Furry, Carolyn
Kent, Elva Helmick .
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Food Service
Front: Louis Howdyshell, Karl Kwolek •
· (Director), Joan Wine, ·
. Dorothy ·Layman, PatSy
·- Fifer, Kern Beale. Back:
Helen McCarthy, Nancy
R.og e r s, L u c y P u f.:
fenbarg~r, .· Joe Mabe,
· ·.· Kim Merrick.

Housekeeping
Front: Londia Craig,
Deidra Hill, Caroline
Cash, Juanita Huffer,
Paul
Heatwole,
Glendon Meadows.
Back: Mary Alice Cook,
Angie Barnett, Joel
Wildermuth, Mark Gillespie, John Donovan

Development Office.
Bottom: Cathy Link,
Betty Swink, Robin Jennings. Middle: Deane ·
Geier, James Bryant.
Top: Ellen layman, Wil- ·
liam Swecker, Sandra ·
HotteL

Faculty
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Profs at Work

Dr. Kyger helps a student during lab to try tc
achieve a right answer.

Many Professors enjoy conversing in the Eagle's
Nest over lunch .

I

Karl Verell, Rick Lloyd, Francois Fabiato, and Dr.
St.john frost a cake with icing they just made.

.. , ,..
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Dr. Hopkins• gives last minute advice before the
Oratorio's Winter Concert.

Dr. Thornley, Professor of Music, leads the stage
band in a rehearsal.

Dr. Piepke, Professor of Foreign Languages, lectures to her students in German, as they actively
listen on.

Prof. Kline watches as a student assembles sculpture of wood in art class.

During a lab, Dr. Hensley looks on as Katrina
Parker uses microscopic aide in the quest for answers .

Faculty
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''And then a hero
comes along with the
strength to carry on.''
Mariah Carey

.. , •..
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Northrop knows that being in the right
the right time is important in order to
e ball in volleyball.

Mike Burtner hurries to

Get out the
Pigskin
Football continues to be a
popular sport at BC.
This year's football team
had an exciting and interesting year. They had an
exciting year winning the
Parent's Day game and the
game against Methodist.
Many players excelled in
the game. Ronnie Howard
finished the season breaking and setting many new
Bridgewater records. He
attained the single season
rushing record of 1610

yards, has had a total of
182 career points, the
most touchdowns in one
season (13}, and finished
second in all-time rushing.
Ronnie has been honored
by the College by having a
plaque put in the display
case in the lobby of the
gymnasium. Many other
players deserve special attention: Joe Pack, Tim Runion, and Francois Fabiato.

K. Alestock, T. Anderson, E. Ball, B. Bell, C. Bosserman, C. Bradley, B. Britton, C.
Bryant, J. Camp, G. Cambell, R. Carter, S. Carter, G. Clinger, B. Cole, ,D. Coleman,
B. Connolly, B. Daisy, T. Darden, J. Davis, B. Dudley, M. Estep, F. Fabiato, D.
Fawley, K. Fix, J. Fretts, C. Grefe, W. Griffin, J. Guinn, M. Hamilton, C. Harrel, V.
Haynes, A. Hicks, R. Howard, H. Jones, P. Kelly, S. King, J. Lake, D. Lewis, S. Lowe,
B. McGarry, T. Madison, B. Martin, J. Minter, B. Mitchell, A. Mizer, K. Morris, R.
O'Malley, J. Pack, T. Price, W. Prince, J. Pugh, M. Rife, M. Rosen, J. Runion, T.
Runion, B. Spotts, J. Stafford, A. Swearngin, S. Thomas, K. Townsend, S. Tyson, C.
Vipond, B. Waddy, S. Wooddy, D. Wright, C. Young
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Ronnie Howard races away from the opponents
and toward the goal.

It is not the best thing in the world to be on the
bottom of the pack.

Overheard after a terrific play, "Way to go guys!
Let's go get them again!"

Number 26 of the Bobcats tries to stop Ronnie
Howard from making a touchdown.

Christine Carrol steps on an opponent's hockey
stick as she chases after the ball.

Aurora Brown is keeping her team's chances alive
by trying to keep the ball from going out of
bounds.

Laura Benke hits the ball to one of her teammates
to try to make a goal.

Carolyn Anderson is running toward the ball to try
to help her team to a victory.

Connect
That is what needs to be done.
The Eagles stickers continued their \Vinning tradition,
finishing with an 8-7-1 overall record and an appearance
in the ODAC semi-finals. Coach Laura Mapp's squad
defeated Sweet Briar College in the ODAC opening
round before falling to top-seeded Lynchburg College
on their own turf.
Senior goalie Krista Seelig had a most impressive season, spending all but 17 seconds in the BC goal. Seelig
recorded 235 saves, while allowing just 23 goals in 16
games for a stellar 1.4 goals-against mark.
Seelig's accomplishments were good enough for an
invitation to the 4th Annual Field Hockey Coaches'
Association North-South Senior All-Star Game. In addition, Seelig was names the ODAC Scholar/Athelete for
the month of October, and was a first team selection for
All-Conference honors. Also grabbing first team AIIODAC honors was junior attacher Carolyn Anderson,
while sophomore defender Lynette Ginder was a second
team selection.
Rob Marchiony

Carolyn Anderson, Laura Benke, Linda Benke, Aurora Brown, Christine Carroll,
Marty Dungey, Joan Eberhard, Rebecca Edlind, Tara Engel, Lynette Ginder, Nicki
Keeney, Jennifer Phelps, Krista Seeling, Jen Tate, Katie Varakin, Debbie Hampton
(Mngr.), Lynn Mercer (Mngr.), Laura Mapp (Head Coach) , Susan Phillips (Asst.
Coach)
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Lake Ajayi, Darrell Baker, Andrew Davis, Scott Edwards, Darrin Fox, Steve Gilbert,
Nate Greiner, Douglas Gwaltney, Tony Hackett, Craig Landes, Steve Minnick, Otio
Okilo, Sean Polson, Andrew Rhodes, Chad Robinson, Donavan Russell, Chip
Shelton, Kurt Updegraff, Dan Wampler

Scoring the
Goal
The Soccer team plays to
become better.
The Bridgewater men's soccer team began its second
season of intercollegiate competition looking for improvement, and improve it did. The Eagles set a new
standard for wins in a season with three, including backto-back victories over Ferrum College and Washington
Bible College. Coach Donnie Fulk's squad ended the
season on a high note, as they battled ODAC power
Hampden-Sydney College in a Homecoming match, taking it into overtime before falling.
Post-season honors went to sophomore defender Otio
Okilo, who became the first Bridgewater player elected
to an AII-ODAC team with his honorable mention this
year.
Rob Marchiony

.. , ,..
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Chip Shelton sends the ball soaring down the
field ... with his head.

Number 10 kicks up some dust and puts the
other player through a hair-raising experience.

One can not play soccer and not have a few
bruises.

This shot never had a chance once the BC goalie
readied for the kill.

Sports
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Betsy Boardwine,Sydney Fultz,Stephanie Gardner,Shannon Harrison,Kim
Heatwole,Tammy Massie,Lisa Miller,Sara Neighbors,Theresa Northrop,Marsha
Nowlin,Carla Ritenour,Chrissy Rosholt,Amy Weaver,Anastasia Zolotova

Right In

Your Face
Once again Ladies Volleyball
finishes up with a winning season.
The Bridgewater College volleyball team completed
another successful season by compiling a record of 23-8.
The team finished third in the ODAC tournament after
losing to cross-town rival Eastern Mennonite College.
The team was led by senior hitter Theresa Northrop,
who was named to the AII-ODAC first team for the first
time in her career. Also receiving post season honors was
senior hitter Carla Ritenour, who was named to the AIIODAC second team.
The coach of the Eagles is Mary Frances Heishman,
who has received conference coach of the year honors
five times in the last ten years. This year she guided the
Eagles to their ninth straight 20-win season.
Lisa Miller

.. , ,..
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Tammy Massie gets ready to return the ball,
after a teammate sets her up.

The team high-fives as they finish a game they
won .

Sydney Fultz jumps to block the volleyball from
crossing the net.

.
Two teammates both try to stop the ball from
coming back, after it is hit across the net.

r. ~· -.
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Bridgewater takes the lead against EMC.

Men's Roster
Michael Burtner,Lance Carter,Ken
Corbin,Page Fairchilds,Chris Fetty,Dale Foster,Aaron Pritchett,Pat
Wells
Women's Roster
Carolynn
Cassaday,Kelly
Green,Julie Hensley,Suzanne
Jones,Laura Lockwood,Jacki
Musser

The lady members of the team catch their breath
after finishing their race.

Page Fairchilds strides to catch the opponent in
front of him.

Aaron Pritchett keeps his pace during the meet on
Homecoming morning.
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Michael Burtner is sure to stay relaxed while he
runs.

At the Homecoming bonfire the squad leads the
student in cheers.

The cheerleaders usually performed a special
dance during halftime.

They continuously tried to get the crowd stirred
up.

In the Homecoming parade, the cheerleaders
tossed candy from one of the firetrucks.

Stacy Bielski,Melisa Burke,Susan
Turner,Whitney jordon,julie Hensley,Emily Myers,Emily May

With the assistance of Paul Hickerson, the cheerleaders formed special stunts at the basketball
games.

Taking the
Shot

Once again the Eagle's basketball
team finishes their season with a
winning record.
The Men's Basketball team wrapped up another winning season with 16-1 0 and fourth in their conference
before the tournament.
Surpassing their winning percentage of the year before, the basketball team is filled with new, promising
freshmen and familiar ourstanding upperclassmen. Senior Jeff Berry leads the team in scoring and rebounding as
well as making the ODAC first team. Junior Dan Rush,
who was named to the ODAC second team, was ranked
second in Division Three schools in the nation for field
goal percentage.
Craig Tutt leads a whole pack of spirited freshmen
who, along with Rush and the returning upperclassmen,
promise Bridgewater that next year will continue the
team's race upward.

J.J. Thorn, Mike Dayton, Craig Tutt, Scott Powers, Craig Turman, Jeff Berry, Kevin
Garber, Tim Wilson, Neil Weigle, Dan Shomo, Dan Atwell, Mark Briley, Mike
Arner, Chad Edwards, Chad Sowers, Dan Rush
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Scott Powers jumps to get one in.

Going one on one, Craig Tutt swooshes one.

The Eagles battle for every point.

Ready to catch the baii,D~n Rush motions that he .
is open ~ -.
.

Coach Mapp and Coach Willi go over some quick
tactics during a time-out.

Kristie Olson breaks through to make the shot.

Cindy Pearson towers over the competition to
shoot.

Ellen Hicks keeps her eye on the ball for a rebound .
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Dribblin'
The BC girls take their stuff to
the court.
The team was young this year with only five players
returning from last year, one third-year player, and seven
freshmen. Christie Osborne was the captain and the
most experienced player on the team. She was a tremendous contribution to the team as the captain along
with the only senior Ellen Hicks. Kristie Olson had a
fabulous freshman year and led the team in scoring and
rebounding. She averaged 15.5 ppg and 9.8 rbg. Kristie
was a tremendous assent and the team had to adjust
when she missed the final night game of the season due
to a knee injury.
The team had four players average in double figures
for the season. Kristie Olson 15.5 ppg/9.8 rbg, Cindy
Pearson 13.0 ppg/4.0 rbg, Christie Osborne 11.6
ppg/5.0 rbg/3.7 assists/2.7 steals, Angie Vizachero 10. 0
ppg/4.4 rbg. The team got along very well this season
and had a good season. The overall record was 12-13,
and they were 10-8 in the ODAC.
Christie Osborne was named to the ODAC second
team and Kristie Olson received honorable mention.

Cindy Pearson,Stephanie Bagby,Chantel Hensley,Christie Osborne,Krista
Oyler,Jennifer Mongold,Kristie Olson,Angie Vizachero,Marsha Nowlin,EIIen
Hicks,Chrissy Rosholt,Jennifer Hedrick
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·Derek Thompson, Brian Cunningham,Josh Hardy,Charlie Meek,L.J.
Dalmata,Tom Swider

L.j ., Charlie, and Tom get a picture of them.

L.j. Dalmata places the ball near the hole.
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Ryan Auvil tries to put as much power as possible
into his serve.

Dan Tucker returns the ball to his opponents.
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Doug Stowers keeps on his toes to be sure he can
get to the ball.

Ryan Auvil keeps his eye on the ball to try to see
were it will be returned to.

Matt Wood races across the court to return a ball.

Ryan Auvii,Bill Connolly,Tony
Price,John Riner,Matt Wood, Daniel Tucker,Doug Stowers
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Deron Crawford,Ryan Morris,Curtis Steele,Chris Giacchi,Damon Hogsten,Cory
Heinbaugh,Greg Rose,Ronald Moss,AIIen Snow,Rod Pierce,jason Griffin,Joel Morgan,jordan Haire,Ron Barkman,Chris Davis,Travis Long,Ben Spotts,Buck Gordon,Heath Johnston,Jason Conley,Matt Estep,Vince Gregory,Ned Atkins,Courtland
Rodamer,Adam Erskine,John Fretts,Mike Burtner

Fire Away
The Eagles come out with a
great season.
In the 1994 season, the
Bridgewater College baseball team is putting together one of the best seasons
in school history. Through
three-quarters of a 20-4
record overall and a 10-2
record in ODAC play, the
Eagles have combined excellent pitching and timely
hitting to reach the 20-win
plateau.
On the mound, junior
jason Conley has been
dominant. Conley beat traditional power Methodist
and
ODAC-powers
Guilford, Lynchburg, and
Hampden-Sydney while
posting an ERA of under
1.00.
Sophomore Buck Gordon is leading the Eagles at
the plate by hitting over
480 and is among ODAC

.. ,
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leaders in homeruns,
RBI's, batting average, and
slugging pet. Freshman
Cory Heinbaugh is also
swinging the bat well. Senior Rod Pierce broke the
school RBI record to close
out a superb career at
Bridgewater.
The Eagles hope to carry
the momentum of their
late season run into the
ODAC tournament. After
many tremendous victories, a good showing at the
ODAC tournament would
make for a very successful
season.

joel Morgan flies past third in an attempt to
make it home.

Ron Barkman throws it in, after getting them
out.

Getting ready to bat, Buck Gordon steps up to
plate.

With most of their time spent up at bat instead of
in the field, BC's baseball team has had a very
successful season.

Sports
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Bring it Home
The lady Eagles give it their
best.
The Lady Eagles of softball have thrown themselves wholeheartedly into
another season. Serving as
team captains are seniors
Christy Drumheller and
Sharon Puffenbarger. Other than the two captains,
the team consists of one
junior, and the rest are
sophomores and freshmen. And there is talent in
this crop of new players as
Jennifer Mongold, freshman, starts at first base,
and Karen Simmons, also a
first-year student, starts at
center field.
As an added bonus, a

high-caliber softball player
who graduated last year after playing on the Bridgewater Softball team for
four years has returned to
serve as assistant coach.
Michelle Good, who received her diploma in
Business, was an . integral
part of the team in the
years she played and was
named to aii-ODAC teams
over her four years.

Carolynn Cassaday, Christine Drumheller, Staci Cooper, Karen Simmons, Suzanne
Jones, Jamie Eddy, Cherish Curry, Sharon Puffenbarger, Angela Emerick, Kerri
Johnson, Betsy Boardwine, Jenny Clay, Jennifer Mongold, Theresa Northrop, Jackie
Riley, Sasha Morris, Misti Fulk

.·~arol~n·C~s~?9~y., po~er ~itch~~(?~~'rJ;\n~~·Lady
~agles , .·
' ·.
·· · ·
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Pitcher Theresa Northrop aims one across the
plate.

Jennifer Mongold does the splits to ensure the
play.

Misti Fulk fires one to first, in attempt to get an out.

Betsy Boardwine snags another one.

Michele Carr, Valerie Deputy, Jennifer Edwards, Amy Keller, Amy
Landis, Allyson Megeath, Christie
Osborne, Cindy Pearson, Rebecca
Phelps, Carmen Price, Allison
Young, Coach Laura Mapp
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Putting her all into the serve, Cindy Pearson gives
it power.

'

'

.
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Michele Carr sends it back with force.

Christie Osborne returns the ball.
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"Right back at you." Amy Keller lobs one over to
her opponent.

Nicki Keeney spots the ball, trying to get it first.

Ellen Hicks sends the ball down field.

Trying to get it down the field, the Eagles push
hard.

Coach Willi goes over some plays before the
game.

Melisa Bowie,Robin Moore,Tara
Engei,Debbie Hampton,Aurora
Brown,Marty Dungey,Joan
Eberhard,Christy Walker,Anne
Warren,Nicki
Keeney,Jen
Tate,Aiyson Coffman,Sydney
Fultz,Whitney Jordan,Amy
Magladry,Karra Harmon,EIIen
Hicks,Kim Cash,Edith Scouten

Sports
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The Eagles go for two places in the 100 meter
sprint.

Otio Okilo puts his best into the race.

Otio Okilo was named All-American in the long
jump.

Trying not to fall back, Von Lewis lands in the pit.

To the

Finish

On Saturday, February

26, 1994, the men's and
women's track teams traveled to the Old Dominion
Athletic Conference Indoor Track and Field
Championships at the
Wake Field House at
Lynchburg College. As a
whole, the men's team
took third place behind
Lynchburg College and
Washington and Lee University, and the women's
team came in fifth.
Senior Debbie Palmer
came away with the third
in shot put at 34'1 ", and
Ginger Lee, a junior, tied
for third in the high jump.
Sophomore Sandy Ingram
came in fourth in the 60
yard dash, just thirteen

hundredths off the leader.

The men's team, with a
cumulative score of 95
points, made its mark in
most of the events. Sophomore Otio Okilo shone
brightly as he came in first
in the triple jump with
14.26', a full foot and more
over the second person,
first in the long jump, and
second in the 60 yard
dash. Freshman Davon
Lewis took first in the high
jump, in front of senior jeremy Canady and sophomore Jeff Davis who tied
for second. Senior Lance
Carter also took third in
the pole vault. As a team,
the men's track team
claimed third in the 4X440,
4X880, and the 4X1 00.

Kevin Hill, Von Lewis, Brian Messler, Craig Tutt, Mike Sweeney, Jeremy Camp, Cole
Corbitt, Jeff Davis, Chris Fetty, Travis Holsinger, Kevin Morris, Otio Okilo, Ken
Corbin, Dale Foster, jeremy Canady, Lance Carter, Kelly Green, Ginger Lee,
Jennifer Rothgeb, Stephanie Sollars, Shannon Halterman, Sandy Ingram, Debbie
Palmer

Sports
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''Sometimes you want
to go where everybody knows your
name.''
Cheers

.. , ,..
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The Pinion Players presented Wenceslas
Square.
students enjoy many special activities
Dan ned by the Campus Center Program Council.

l)rt~hte•wa1ter

During a meeting, members of the Ripples staff
brainstorm for ideas.

Organizations
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PRESIDENT'S CABINET
The President's Cabinet constitutes the
executive branch of the Student Government. Composed of the chairpersons
of CCPC, RHC, SCRA, Senate, and the
media representative, the Cabinet
strives to adequately monitor students'
social lives, dormitory lives, means of
communication, spiritual lives, and their
form of governance.
Row 1: Georgia Cave,Melvin Williams
Row 2: Page Fairchilds,Kristi Titus,Valerie
Frech,James Armentrout,Kirk Moyers

SENATE
The basic decision-making authority of
the Student Body is Student Senate.
Senate represents opinions and ideas
from various parts of the campus to the
faculty and administration. Senate is
comprised of student-elected representatives. The elected Vice President of the
Student Body presides as Chairman of
the Senate.
Row 1: Mike Faus, "Ziggy" Douglas Gwaltney,Jan
Wolgamuth,Kirk Moyers,Anne Warren,Christy
Valentine,Katrina Parker,Kimberlee Gibson
Row 2: Johnny Barr,Jonathan Flora,Chad
Wright,Tessie Hutchison,Georgia Cave,Marsha
Nowlin,Chelsea Yoder,Chris White,Heather Wiskeman,Brent Smart

.. , ,..
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Pamela Damron ·was one of the ·Honor Council
members that visited IDS classes to explain the
Honor Code.

HONOR COUNCIL
The Honor Council is the judicial branch
of the Student Government Our Honor
Code serves as a practical example of
student self government: we ·make our
own rules. and.i,re ;are tfied by a jury of
. 9llf ~ peers: The Honor Code prohibits
'lyfng, cheating, and stealing.

Row 1: james Armentrout, Lori Whitley,Kristi Titus
(Chief justice),Pamela Damron,Matt Brady
Row 2: Prof. Steve Watson (advisor),Kim Gifford,Barbara Michaei,Rick Martin,jeremy
Mills,Sandy Ingram

The 1993-94 school year has been a Code and ask questions of the Honor
time of change for the Honor Council. Council members. During the Spring,
The Honor Council was led by Chief several factual posters concerning the
Justice Kristi Titus. James Armentrout, Honor Council were displayed around
Sandy Ingram, and Rick Martin served as campus.
Another focus of .the Honor Council
Investigators. Returning Justices included Lori Whitley, Barbara Michael, Pam- was the r~vision of the old Honor Counela Damron, and Gail Donovan. The . cil Constitution, which had been in efCouncil welcomed Ron Barkman; Kim fect for several · years. The two major
Gifford, Jeremy Mills, and Matt Brady as changes we.re the removal of legalistic
jargdh and the elimination of procedural
new Justices; . .··..··.·
The main focus of the Council has notes.
The Honor Code is very highly esbeen placed upon campu"~awareness of
the Honor code. To promote awareness, teemed at Bridgewater College. It is an
the Honor Council taught the Freshmen essential part of the campus atmos,IDS classes for a day. This was a gr~a1 phere.
Kristi .Titus
opportunity f?f'the . fres~m~n .to . . le?rn
about the ·Jmportan.ce ·of .the Honor

Student Government is the foundation of Bridgewater College.

r.16~1··\
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ALPHA PSI OMEGA
The Alpha Psi Omega is a national honorary theatre fraternity. Membership is
based upon outstanding work in one or
more of the many phases of theatrical
presentations.
Kim Gibson,Tessie Hutchison,Lance Kenney,Bradley
Walton ,Gary Williams, Erin Kelly,Tracy Lane,Tina
Satmary, Johnny Barr, Christy Van Horn,Chad
Wright,Aiice MacPhaii,Ralph MacPhail

ALPHA CHI
Alpha Chi is a national college scholarship honor society. Memership is limited to juniors and seniors with a minimum GPA of 3.2 and rank in the top ten
percent of their class. Alpha Chi is a
member of the Association of College
Honor Societies.

Row 1 : Heather Haldeman,Melissa Smith ,Valerie
Frech,Suzanne Spicher,Shirley Schellinger,Amanda Erickson,Chelsea Yoder,Valerie Long,Johnny Barr,Kristi Titus
Row 2: Badley Walton,Keith Cubbage,Mark Hackney,Page Fairchilds,Chad Wright,Tessie Hutchison,Mike
Stauffer, Doug Fischer,Carol Corder,Dean Neher
Not Pictured: Mike Bowers,Charlie Cook, Chris
Corder , Kristina Hoffman,Joyce Lonas , Heather
Nolen,Timothy Runion, Krista Seelig

.,

•..
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FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is a
Christ-centered organization for students who share an interest in sports.
Regular fellowship meetings and various
activities enable the group to be together for times of good fellowship and fun.
Row 1: Adam Butler, Mike Floyd, Brian Hume,
Tracy Eble
Row 2: Kim McKinney, jason Spruill, Shannon
Childress, Mark Keller, julie Hensley, Anita Hall,
Marta Friedrichs

INTERDISTRICT YOUTH CABINET
Jointly sponsored by the Church of the
Brethren in the Southeastern U.S. and
Bridgewater College, IYC strengthens
the youth program in the Church of the
Brethren. Its responsibilities include the
planning the Southeastern Youth Round
Table and other retreats. It is composed
of Brethren students appointed by the
Cabinet.
Dean Neher (advisor),Chris Caldweii,Melvin Williams,Katie jarvis,Christy Van Horn,Tara Myers,Greg Edwards

Organizations
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LAMB~.~ ~()~IE[Y ,

with the COIT)pl~tion o(30
units ·· of crec]it . andaquality p()intaverage of3·.2o or hig~er.
·
membe~$hip

Row 1: Lori V\'hitl~y,Megan Gray, Marla
Huffman, Kim Gifford,Chad Wright,Tessie Hutchison, Kim ·Gibson, Lance Kenney Row 2: Mike
Stauffer;Prpf. ·Bill Abshire, Holly Conner, Sandy lngram,Tara cCale,Amanda Errickson, Rick Martin,Jen~ifef! Lowe,Robbie Miller,D)~ra ~yn~,Kirk
Moyers,yaleri~ . k()IJ~~~ara ~Myer-~,E~iri ~.KellyrMelyi n
, Williams~t;,.feli~sa ·. Smith;Cara Zimmerman, Myra
Huffman,Bradley Walton,Sherry Carr,Heather
Hald~man,Valerie ... Fre.ch,Johnny~arr,CheJsea
Yoder Row 3: Ursula Harpine,Erin Si,mmoiis,EIIen
Layman,Tina Satmary,Shirley Schellinger,Frances
Guess,Kristi Titus,Page Fairchilds,Dr. Lynn
McGovern-Waite,Prof. Kisor,Dr. Lee M. Yoder,Dr.
Bob Westbrook,Carol Corder,Aiyson Coffman,Dr.
Mwizenge Tembo Row 4: Keith Cubbage,Tracy
Eble,Marta Friedrichs,Lynette Ginder,Mark Hackney, Erin Gooden,Renee Bennett,Suzanne
Spicher,Gidget Leigers,Jodi Cox,Gregory Edwards,Tim Runion,David Pugh IV,Doug Fischer,Gray Friedrichs,Steve Watson

MATHEMATICS CLUB ·
The Math · CI~b~~ mair~'· p~rpo~e _is ,,- t()
draw together in(Jividuals \Vi~-~ .·~; .•S<J.rn.
m9n intere?t in ~atbep.1(l~i§s . ·~ j\.'t~e,tings ,
consistoffH~~~ . ~pe~~~r:~; .~nd other programs t9- e:ncQlJf:age a further understandi_ng<ofrnathematics.
Row

··i': ,Chaq

Wright, Marla H uffman,Cami
Doug Fischer, Elizabeth
Stone,Mike Stauffer "·' ·:·-·.::··.·,_.·

Aleshevi~ch '

Rqw 2:

We've 'Got It
The Baptist Student Union has con- plying impact teams to churches, and a
tinued to be one of the larger student weekend trip to Baltimore, Maryland by
groups on campus. During the 1993-94 helping the needy residents of that city.
school year, many activities have kept
BSU accomplished some of its new
our members busy. Our weekly meet- goals for this year. For example, we now
ings have brought to us radio's Lite 96 have better interaction with other local
morning OJ Brad Huddleston, BC alumni campuses. We have enjoyed ·brain(like Mike Williams), and our own BC storming with the other groups as well as ·
professor Steve Watson, just to name a .the fellowship time. Another go(ll was
few.
the ,creation of th~ BSLL.choir; •which
Student-led activities include our ver- p~~P~f:~q a, number of selections for varsion of the variety show - Pr'-l_is.~pira;: · ious 'carnpus activities.
All students, regardless of denomination:-:- where we share, <>vr.talents for
tbe ·glory of . 9od, · e)(arrr ·week study tion, are welcome to attend our funbreaks, and SundayNight Celebration.
filled, music-packed, praise and worship
We have .. XC:Iis.ed ·mo~eY . ~Y . doing -meetings.. .
.·.. candyg~am~ s.~It~a~ Chris!rTl. ~s,. drr ·"Yasq,.
aqd. the · annual . ·pen~y dri~e
: rais~.
money in SUPP?~ ~t~ JJJi?S.i~ps.. The BSU
has tak~r ·C?n . theifq)Xn m!s.srons ;b)' . ~·9I?;: :...•.•. . .·

•t?

-~;:: ..::

.. ,
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BSU members practice their singing skills around
the piano.

MU EPSILON MU
Mu Epsilon Mu is open to all persons who
are interested in home economics. The club
meets twice a month to discuss varied programs, which are designed to encourage in
the members an awareness of professional
and personal aspects of home economics.

Row 1: Tara Shifflett, jenny Thornton (VP), Amanda Errickson (Pres), Dianna Braun (VP), Frances
Guess
Row 2: Heather Haldeman (Hist), Kay Brown, jennifer Propst, Shirley Schellinger (Sec/Tres), Pamela
Damron, Angel Propst,
Not Pictured: Paula Branch, Anita Hall, Tara
Huffman, Anna Marie Smith, Tori Garber, jami
Wenger (Fundraiser Chair), Mrs. Steinberg
(advisor), Dr. St. john (advisor)

MENC
The Music Educators National Conference is dedicated to the professional life
of future music teachers. The BC chapter is advised by a member of the music
faculty. Its purpose is to meet for professional discussion and study, and to
coordinate and sponsor events that are
of particular interest to music students.
Row 1: Amy Valentine,Shannon Childress,Christine Myers
Row 2: Frances Guess,Matt Brady,jennifer
Propst,Patty Wilder,jodi Cox

Organizations
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OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
ODK is a national leadership honor society
which promotes leadership and recognizes individuals with a high standard of leadership. A
member must display exemplary character,
scholarship, service and leadership in campus
life, good citizenship within the community,
and dedication to democratic ideals.

Row 1: Heather Haldeman, Barbara Michael, Valerie
Frech, Megan Gray, Prof. Bill Abshire
Row 2: Kristi Titus, Page Fairchilds, johnny Barr, Kirk
Moyers, Dean Neher, Melvin Williams

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Phi Beta Lambda's purpose is to encourage an
interest in business and to aid with career planning and preparation. Monthly meetings and
special activities feature speakers, films, and
lectures on topics concerning club members
and the student body at large.

Row 1: Rebecca Phelps, Kimberly Corbin,Gidget
Leigers,Chelsea Yoder,Tara Cale,AIIyson Megeath
Row 2: Holly Seay,Teri Friend,Holly Conner,Pamela Damron,Myra Huffman,Prof.
Kisor,Suzanne Spicher,Angie Kelton

.. ,

•..
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.
:/<:;> PHYSICS CLUB
.
Membership is open -tq·.: a.ny st'udEmts
who is ··· interested ·· in ···· the .physical .. ~ci
ences. Monthly meetings feature field
trips, speakers, films, and other programs designed to foster an interest and
understanding of the physical sciences.
Tony Cofield, Jim Rhodes, Doug Fischer, Greg
.. ~d..w.a.rds, Dayid Pllgh, Dean Neher (advisor)

PINION PLAYERS
.
.,.
Pinion Players is designed to serve all who,are
interested in seeing and producing quality theatre on campus. Pinion, .. Players ·· produce tvv,'o'
major prod1,1ctions and an evening of student
directed one-act plays eac_h year,· as well as
other s.p~pi~Leverts~ · ). ~- · · ·.
•;· .::·.,.':'= -~- •:··\ .:

:;': .;:;,·.:,,

, .... ,... ...

·;·.:!~· :: - ,

~~:..

Row 1 : Lawrence Logan, Alyson Coffman, Megan
Gray, Krista Carter, Christy Van Horn, Flo Williams, Tracy Lane, Detra Funk, Kimberlee Gibson,
Lance Kenney Row 2: Tina Satmary, Melissa Smith,
Heidi Gardner, Pamela Damron, Ralph MacPhail
Jr, Aga Karczewska, Chad Wright, Sallie McNett,
Alice MacPhail, Erin Kelly Row 3: Stephanie
Bernas, Christine Myers, Emily Shonk, Tessie
Huchison, Gary Williams, Becky Graham, Alexander MacPhail, Johnny Barr, Bradley Walton,
Cara Zimmerman, Melanie Johnson, Scott VanPelt,
Richard Atwood, Aaron Hoover

'' Fxi+
L- . IL

Stage

The Pinion Players is Bridgewater's
theater organization. This year for their
fall production they performed Wenceslas Square. The Importance of Being Earnest was the winter production. Also, in
the spring, three one-act plays are performed. john ~arrditeded Pyramus and
Thisbe, Kara Zimmerman diregedThe
. Rope, and Tessie .Hl;l!~hison:, directed
When Sh(:lkespea·re's Ladies Meet. Not

quite an all female cast, When Shakespeare's Ladies Meet is abqutwhen five
of "Willy's" ladi~s (Portia; Desdef11ona,
Cleopatra, Ophelia, and K(:ltherine)
come together to give Jl.Jiiel some less.o ns in love but en<tup getting it themse.lyes.
·· ·
Bradley Walton with the help of the
pinion players directed No Exit for an
Honors project. In this play jonathan
McCloud, Lance Kenney, Becca Halifax,
and jessica Wilke were able to show us
what hell is really like.

f.169cS
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PRE-MED SOCIETY
This society is for all students interested
in the health sciences. It seeks to inform
members of current trends and practices
in the medical field by meetings, lectures, and field trips.
Row 1: Megan Gray, laura Stepp,Mary Benson, lana Jennings,Kimberlee Gibson,Erin
Gooden,Katrina Parker (Pres.),January Crews, Tony
Hackett
Row 2: Shellie Simpkins,Melissa Smith,Emily
Shonk, Mark Hackney, Beth Gammon, Ken
Barnett,Gray Friedrichs

PROGRAM COUNCIL
The Campus Center Program Council
involves programming various social,
cultural, and recreational activities for
the campus community. Activities include movies, dances, special events
(Homecoming, Madrigals and May Day),
variety shows and much more.

.. , ,..

Row 1: Amy Landis, Denise Miller,Heather
Haldeman,Valerie Frech,Myra Huffman,Becky
Graham
Row 2: Blaine Simmers,Angie Kelton,Holly
Seay,Sherry Carr,Melvin Williams,Amy
Spicer,Jenny Stinnett,John Manson,Pamela
Damron
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Hutchison, ~ _member··- of ~h~ __ Resident
C:9.unselors~ is al~ays re(ldY to sit and.chat.

Walking around the dorm, there are president of each dorm. During their
always friendly people ready to assist meetings they discuss various matters
and answer any questior.t,~ t~~tyo_u , m(ly : · p~rta,:inir];g: t<:> :. th~ d.orms~ One of the is.~~Y.~ ~ ;Jb.~r~::$.:.;~ :pg~?.i-~ilifY.. tnat .these ~ ·sues ·sover~d' ihi~ : ye~r was··th~ allow.,. . ·pe'o ple·: are memoers ··of·either twb of an'c e fdr carpeted halls. they-· are "a!so
Bridgewater's dorll'l. life orgal1iz~t~9!l~· . responsible. forth~ Lance m~chines
They are the ·ResidenfHaU . ~ouncil · and . fo_und~ in thebasement·ofeach dorm.
the Resident Counselors. They' both . Resi(J·entCo~)is·elors (RC's) are special
strive to improve dorm life and living students that
traioe:d in order 'to
qualities.
assist fellow students irr ·~ tHrie. need.
The Resident Hall Council (RHC) is This role may include anything from ~·'
formed from the president and vice- helping hand to a listening ear.

h·ave

of

RESIDENT HALL COUNCIL
RHC is committed to the improvement
of residence hall life. It is composed of
the president and vice-president of each
·resident haiL Officers work closely with
tlleif tesidertt.(lirect9r in planning social
'and'.·. ~9·4S~tional · 'pfbgram~:· . e ach term.
RHC alii6· l~>'ro·"1o~~s ~.·positiv~·-ap.p unifying atmosphere wi~hih ~~~h hall >' ~-<Z''
·,-· <:·..:;.: ·- ... -.>

.-·- ··".

···:..-: --

Lobb,Davi~·~~le,si~phanie !-ickX'·;

Row 1: Elizabeth
ey,Kristi Coffey,David Burner,Fio Williams ·
·
Row 2: Melissa Williams,Tessie Hutchison,Page
Fairchilds,Mark Hackney
Not Pictured: Charlie Cook,jonathan Atkins;Dan
Rush,Debra Palmer,Carolyn Anderson

·-=
=

SCRA ·
Stqdent ·{:ourYcH:on Religious Activities
e~ntourages unity of the religious community and facilitates all the religous fellowship groups on campus. SeRAsponsored activities include chapels, retreats, coffee houses, and studyfaction
programs on issues such as hunger,
,.- . peace·and theenyi[onment.
Robbie fv1Ul~e (a.d.;d~~r),Jennifer Lowe,Aimee Wilson1Rick·:.Ma1ii;t (\f. Chair:person),Donald Burton,Megan Gray~Myra: " Huffman,Dale Foster,Tara
: Huffman, Flo .. vVilliam ,s ,Kristi
Titus
i.?;;: fPht~)rpersonr;tracy La~~. ~,1ori Garber,Michele
· ·'Carr,Johnny Barr
. , ,-

f..7:~.··\
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Dr. Stan Galloway and Kim Dodrill put the finishing touches on one of the paper's articles.

·.

'

· . Once•updh'·.oa:tith~th~;~~: ~~s·~:·biggroup of people. This group of peo.p li had a
common interest: they all worked on The TaiOIJ. Qpe day the leader ofth.is group
decided they wanted to do other things. Ther~fore, another leader waschosen for
the group of people. However, most of the people left with the previous leadeLThe
group that once was strong has changed into a group that was very small. The·.
second leader decided that she wanted to try something new. Out of the blue, a
new leader was once again found. She had a hard time leading this small group.
Many people in the town did not think she was a capable leader. Finally, new
people joined the group and it became strong.

Alive Again
SPANISH CLUB
The ·S panish Club is composed of stu.dents whcftak~. ~ speciaJ interest in the
· .. Spanish : language: and culture:~ ]"he elub
attemp.ts,Jq en~i~h s~~dents' ITlinds with
understandin-gs 'of the Spanish ·cdlture.
Row 1: James Cubbage (VP),Anneke Martin
(Pres),Michelle Brown,Teri Friend
Row 2: Maria Cinnamond (Exec Comm),Jorge
Wiesenbaugh,Heather Nolen (Exec Comm)
Row 3: Valerie Deputy (Sec),Katrina Parker,Jay
Sherlock

STUDENT AMBASSADORS
Started in the fall of 1992, th~ Student
Ambassador Association is dedicated to
serving B~ students - past, .gr.e~enti',· ·.
and future. Members sen9pets6nalleiters to prospective }tlJ.d~nts from their
local areas or high··s¢ho61s. The club also
.organizes Of1~C:(lf11Pil.5 pride projects . .
··Row 1 :

Ra~helle

E~ily

shrink,

Shenk,

G~

th!ts ' c:I~rk ;· {aa0i~·6rL··

Stephiipt~., Bern~s; •Heather...W.is-

kefT1an, Anit.:l ·Hall, KimJv1e~fitk/ );Hllary _ parrion,
Chelsea Ypder;.. Andy ;;cl~rke~ ~ M~Ivill · \iV, .· .· · ·
Chris White,'Ro11 [ieddck~(advisor), Holly s~~Y
Row 2: Julie Hensley, Dawn : Hu'nt~rtSb<ol~~on
Childress, Laura Sullivan, Dianna ·Bratin; Tara·Shit~
flett, Sherry Carr, Amy Landis
· :'-·~ .,. ~,

·'' ,..
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SVEA
The Student Virginia Education Association is an organization for students who
are planning to teach at the elementary
or secondary levels. Activities include
mock interviews, art-in-the-classroom
workshops, reading to children at the
soup kitchen and much more.
Row 1: A. Curry, K. Coffey, M. Huffman, A. Beery,
S. Shipp, T. Myers, D. Miller (VP), S. Carr
Row 2: C. Corder, K. Flora, T. Huffman, K. Titus
(Tres), T. Northrop, H. Damon, B. Michael (Pres),
L. Sullivan, M. Williams, S. Staley
Not Pictured: A. Foster (Sec), E. Lobb, C. Gilmer,
M. Fretwell, T. Michael, j. Maloy, T. Davis, D.
Wisman, M.j. Burns, D. Funk, L. Dancy, M. Spencer, A. Higgs, K. Seelig, K. Harold, P. Williams, M.
Stover, C. Grefe, T. Fox, Dr. Grove (advisor), Dr.
Coffman (advisor)

THE TALON
The Talon is the college newspaper,
written, edited, and published by the
students. Aims of The Talon are to publicize all noteworthy campus events, to
present campus news and opinions, and
to give training in practical journalism to
its staff. The Talon is a member of the
American Scholastic Press Association.

Row 1: Livonia Fint,Lanai jennings, Pamela
Damron, Heather Wiskeman,Kim Merrick
Row 2: David Cox,Kimberly Dodriii,Charlie
Cook,Stan Galloway (advisor),jonathan Flora

Organizations

WGM.~

()10:J\M •·· ·

WGMB is operC}te~,'by~stud~nt~' an(fp.to~:
vides p~rticipants ·with th~ ()pportunJty·
to becomejnvolved in . the field
broadcasting. It also allows the. student
to share his/her -broadcasting and programming talents' with the Bridgewater
Campus.

or·..

~

.

.

Row 1: Ti~a Satmary, Prof. Bill Abshire (advisor),
Hillary Damon, Sallie McNett, Erin l(eJiy(StaJi,on: .

Man~), Kirk 'Moy)r~ .(Pr,qg; ~[)it,J; _MeganQrf!,y:::·

·-

. · Row2: JeffMills;Andy:Clarke, DavidHutson(Asst ·
Station Mart), Aga Karczewska, Jeremy Mills, Rich. ard Atwood, Bartlett Shaw, Scott VanPelt, Johnny .,
······················
Barr ·····
Not Pictured: Penny Williams,Greg Layton,Sam
King,Steven Jones,Chris Caldweii,Ryan
Wenger,Joey Wiesenbaugh,Tim Kish,Jason
Nauman,Christy Van Horn,Jonathan McCioud,Keith Stafford,Tyler Jessup,Anthony Madison,Jonathan Atkins,Gary Williams,James Cubbage

STUDENT COUNSELORS
When a student arrives on campus for .
the first time, they are metwith pre~:..,
sures to conform, adjti§.t , .C\od· f1Ciiieve.
BC is ~oncern~d': with . helping
these derparids. Therefore j'·s:tug
· cot,Inseling groups ar~ ..: ~st~Hfisb'~d .: to
help provide .n.~~.: ?t~·cr~rt:ts' with ~n essentiaJ ~?re . ofsuJ>porti\Fe friends.
:...... :.· <.......,;.: ...•

·•

Row l:, rtiiia~y· Damon,Chelsea Yoder,Heather
WiskeJ:rian,Shellie Simpkins,Tara Shifflett,Valerie
Frech
. .·... · . .
Row 2: Trac~y · Lt.Jcl\.yig {advisor),Carolynn Cas.·. saday~Eiizabeth Lohb;Dc>'nald Burtor:t,Robert
Stone/Myra . Huffman,Amy Spice'r;Jen·n\r ·Sti'n"':<
nett,RonHedrick{advisqr),;

Tuning In
The studio door divides me from the
rest of the world, isolating me in the
radio station where I speak to the listening AM radio audience. At WGMB,
640 AM, I play the musical styles that I
enjoy the most, and I am given a chance·
to say what I think. .
During my weekly show, I fe~l ,en~

ergized as I am encircled by dance evoking music. In this room I am freedofany
outside troubles. Only when the show
ends and 1.. must set foot, once again,
outside the station do I realize how hap...
py J..was there.
·
Erin Kelly

. •...·< .• . With, h~r ~~~,k.h/ r~dio show;·Erin.Kelly brings her
• ;::~: 5-.::;_·· p~n. 8~t ~pality ·ta' WGMB.
··
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BAPTIST STUDENT UNION
BSU is open to all students and meets
weekly for Bible study, prayer, singing,
and devotions. BSU conducts various
mission projects, including work at nursing homes, rehabilitation centers, and
churches in the community. Other activities include retreats, fundraisers, and
various social activities.
Anita Haii,Tara Huffman,Rick Martin,Mike Stauffer,Sandy lngram,Cami Aleshevich,Donald Burton,Chris Caldweii,Melissa Williams,Phil
Biles,Becky Graham,Detra Funk,Amy Valentine,Kim Gifford,Aimee Wilson,Stephanie
Bernas,Carmen Price,Kim Gibson,jamie Eddy,Kim
Merrick,Rebecca Burdett,Tracy Eble,Melvin Williams,Fio Williams,Dawn Hunter,Kerry Estabrook,Shannon Childress,Livonia Fint
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Freshman Class Officers
President: Roberta Rinker
Vice President: Julie Hensley

Sophmore Class Officers
President: Nikki Taylor
Vice President: Michele Moseley

.. ,
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Junior Class Officers
President: .Georgia Cave
Vice Presi~ent: Myra Huffwan ..

Cia~~ bffi~~rs

Senior
·
President: Beth Gammon
..
Vice President: Whi,tn~,YI:iodson

CUlta,re

Exchange

For International Awareness Week

way to say goodbye. And often times.
foreign students end up asking them"'"· .
to come up with something different to .. s~lyes why people they've never meL ···
present to Bridgewater College students..··:.. hefore pass them on campus and say;
Like any other year, they want~d tO "How . are you," like they'ye . known
come up with something jtifbrmative them foryears. . · · ·
and entertaining. _ The :Jihal result? .T he ···: -The:second 'pai1: of our convocation
BCIC presented a series of skits·erititled . was a slide show shot by Prof. Kline,
"Culture Shockin Ameri<:ci::BCIC's Fun- written by Sallie McNett, and narrated
niest Adventures/_'.) 1eather Nolen and by Dave "Fifo Dough" Hutson (a nickSaurabh Seth wrote the script compiled name donned at one of our "out-offrom true stories.shared by "BCIC mem- control" Potluck Dinners). The slide
bers, and Bradley Walton directed th~m·~ - show was entitled, "BCIC: What We're
The skits showed how··t ertain words and About and What You Can Be A Part Of."
gestures mean diffe~e'1 ni-: ~6frjg~ · i~ _,qif- It centered around BCIC's activities
ferent cultures. Even a change ofCl.<G~rit~> .since its foundation in 1990. The concan alter the meaning of a word: TH:is'-. -N{;}cation was areal s~ccess. In the words
can be a real problem if you like to be of' One :student, "Th(lt' s the best convo
very sociable. The gesture for "come I've seen in years!"
here" in Japan looks like the American ···
·
1994 the BCIC members brainstormed

1

he BCIC sponsored a float in the Homecoming
arade entitled "A World Without Boundries."

,.,,

;.,
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Students gathered around in Greek fashions for
the Toga Party at the beginning of the year.

Some young occupational specialists ride on the
SVEA float for the Homecoming Parade .

.. ,

•..
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Program Council is the Bridgewater a night club for all to enjoy.
students main source of on-campus enAt the end of the year, Program Countertainme~t This ?T?HP::·.Q(§:t\J:cJ:~nts ~e~~~~',,'~t:r .·sp·a~ser~9"§pring. f~v.e.r . . ()nee again
,' : ' :''' i!Jg -;~!,Y9~ftts'Cl}Ja.ii·,<arid)i~~P~rt!·: act:ixrities:;·.·.·~· ln~: j;tudenJs :,w~re ~rovided an ..qppor. · 'thrriughout 'th'e ye~ir.·· some of these are tunity to relax and have fun. ,Some ofthe
Hom~<:omi[1g a~d,, M:aY . P~Y , ~~~ivi~ies~ .: sf?.g~ial attractions . wen~ . ~. bu'n gee run,·
....... movies, an'(f carnivals:·
,,
gyro, . p_i;Jman -;h~nyling, the human flr,,
One of the special activities of this . a'iid a ca.ricatljr~ cartist~ Sev~ral different .
year was the Wild Video Dance Party. organizations s61dvarl6~ s carilival foods
Upon arrival in the cafeteria, students in order to raise funds for 'themselves.·. ,
While this group is made up of-Q'rfly,a·
could expect to see a large screen for
music videos, flashing lights and fruit few, their energy and time provide the
beverages. With a "mocktails" bar set entire campus \V!Jh >aetivities' to kick ·
up, the room took on the appearance qf . back and have 'fun.
'<:.. ;,

>.
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Who's Who

I

John A. Barr

Page B. Fairchilds

Megan M. Gray

Valerie Meek Long

Barbara A. Michael

. Theresa M. Northrop

Jody L. Parkes

Timothy W. Runion

,., ,..
~80} Organizations

Christina J. Shaffer

Melissa Dawn Smith

Kristi E. Titus

Bradley S. Walton

Lori C. Whitley

Florence M. Williams

Oneida K. Williams

Each year at the awards convocation, a
· ~elect group ·of .students are called for:. ward· for ·special recognition. Who's
. VYhO men-tb~rs belong 'to a prestigious
.group. Jn order:to be accepted the stu- .
dent m'ust have an abbve average. G PA
. ~nd be acti~e in dif(e~ent c~mpus ~ ac- ..
.tiyities..
·
·
· · ·
·

., .

·· ...

Charles

J. "Chad" Wright II

Chelsea Yoder

f..s:t.'"·
.
.,

Organizations "

Sergio's pizzas and subs is a place where many
Bridgewater students satisfy the pizza craving.

Dinner -

· ·· ·:::.4r.. ·_rt ... ··

~· ·'•

~

'

·.

.· ->: ..·

a time when everyone is together.

First American Bank is a
Bridgewater College.

''I learned who I was,
a lot about livin', and a
little 'bout love.''
Alan Jackson

..,
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This portion of Ripples is dedicated to the spring
·activities that were lost in the process of becoming a
fall-delivery yearbook.

Do .
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.
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May Day
1993
Students at Bridgewater were able to
end the year in style. While at the May
Day dance we were able to dance the
night away in pure southern comfort.
White gazebos and arches were decorated with flowers and lights to display
the theme for the evening which was
"Under a Southern Sky." We were all
glad to see Stephanie Coffman and Neil
Burke become our King and Queen for
the celebration and festivities.
Most students enjoyed the whole
week that consisted of many different
events. The Shrieking Violets played out
in front of the KCC in the afternoom.
There was also a variety show in which
many students were able to display
there various entertaining abilities .
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Queen Stephanie Coffman, Princess Jennifer Virgin, King Neil Burke, and Prince Dennis Dysart
compose the May Day court, as they pose for
pictures after the crownings.
Stepping out for the night Holly Botkin, Susan
Staley, Chelsea Yoder, Jen Virgin, and Cassandra
Mechalske get ready to paint the town.
Michael Williams and Kimberly Gifford dance the
night away.

Martha Bowman gives the "thumbs up" sign as she
lines up to march.

Out of
Here
Graduation day is the final culmination in the college life. For some there is
grad school, but for most it is off to the
real world. Time to get out into the work
force and put the knowledge that has
been learned to work. So far there have
been four years of studying, writing,
reading, and problems, not to mention
friends and relationships that will last
forever. The class of 1993 finished up
their collage career on a somewhat rainy
Mother's Day that would no way stop
them from walking. They have gone too
long and too hard not to.
Graduates from the Class of 1993 gather after the
ceremony to say goodbye.

Peter Evans decorated his hat with the "I like
Cheese" slogan from the creative song of the same
name that he performed in a v·ariety show.

Spring '93
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The Sports of Spring 1993
These are the spring sports from 1993. The Eagles played hard in
all of the sports. Whether it was hitting, returning, catch ing or sliding,
they were always there.

In the game against Lynchburg, the softball team
put forth there best.

Valerie Deputy sends a powerful volley to the
other side.

Sliding into third and getting a little dirty is just a
part of the game .

Throwing it hard, the pitcher zooms it over home
plate.
Carolyn Cassaday strikes out the opponent.

Christie Osborne pops it back across the net.
Trying to intecept the ball and stopping the other
team from catching it is not an easy job.

Spring Sports 1993
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Your daily ne,vspaper part· of your college education.
Let the Daily News-Record be your guide
to the Bridgew:-~ter College area.
The paper can help you get to know your
college community when you enter
Bridgewater College and keep you infonned
about local events while you finish your
college education .
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BC challenges the river.
The staff of the yearbook did
work many long and hard hours
in order to produce this book of
memories we will cherish deep
into life. My many thanks go out
to some key elements of the staff:
with a word of encouragement,
Dr. Elick, Adviser; always looking for those frustrating things,
Tara Shifflett, Business Manager;
a pencil and paper, Detra Funk,
Copy Editor; create, flip, and
mirror, Amanda Errickson and
Becky Graham, Layout Editors;
darkroom stories, Katie Jarvis,
Photography Editor; many a long
night, Pamela Damron, Assistant
to the Editors, and Carrie Cole,

Co-Editor-in-Chief, without all
your work we would have never
been able to do it. I appreciate it
so much. There are also many
other members and students that
made contributions that I would
like to say "thank you" to.
I came up with the theme
"Alive and Kickin'" while on one
heck of a road trip. It seemed to
sum up the way life should be
treated. We should all be active
in our endeavors. We are too
smart, physical, _and---courageous
not to be a part of the team.
Those who sit on the shorelines
and simply watch can not feel the
waters of life. Hopefully one day

they will get their feet wet and
eventually splash in the riches it
has to offer.
We must also remember the
paths we have taken. It is important to look back to see where
it is exaetly we have been. The
course we have taken and look
back upon is the handful of experiences that have affected us,
making us individuals. We are a
group of swimmers that have just
cannon-balled into the sweet nee~
tar of life, Alive and Kickin'.
Gary Williams
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Katie Jarvis develops
the dark room.
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